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GETTING THE BEST

FROM DECATHLON

programs below

second for the CBM 64.

POKE43.PEEK(4H>3
POKE44.PEER46)
LOAD
POKE43.1
POKE44.16
2. CBM 64
POXE43.PEEK(45>2
POKE44,PEEK(46)
NEW
LOAD
POKE43.1
POKE44,B
Both programs should be
typed in immediate mode.
Press return after each
line. It is important to note
that the second program
should have higher line
numbers than the first.

PS. A good tip for
Activision's Decath/on is t(

use a Zeta joystick.

PPS Can anybody beat

Graham Rice
Eytisham
Oxford

WHAT REALLY

IS THE SCORE?
Dear Sir.

about the high scores on
JetPac. Scores like 25
million would take far too
long to achieve. I noticed
that the highest score
shown in the September

that the score of 13 million
ended in a 2. This,
however, is impossible in

Jet Pac because a score
either ends in or S.

Derek Wright
Orpington
Kent

Editor's reply: As we've

before, Derek, we rel-

ate honesty of our readers
when they enter our Hall
of Fame. If yon cheat, you
only fool yourselves. Lots
of people out there know
about the scoring system
for games — as Derek's
letter illustrates.

A LOONY WRITES

AND WRITES I

I'm one of those few
million odd people who
have, perhaps quite by

least t think that's what the
man in the shop called it

Anyway, this micro thing

I can't watch TV in the
mornings because my
sister is catching up with
her language course with
something called "The
French Mistress" . . .

which I at Erst assumed to

video-game-nasties When
I come home at night, 1

find my father has invited
a dozen business
associates round to work

swindle the company on
the "Busi-calc-for-

complete-novices-and
chartered accountants ".

So where does that leave
me? I have to wait until the
stroke of midnight before 1

can plug in my trusty

Kempston and sally forth

into the dim and distant

worlds of "Ulti-magi-

dubioi
twilight . . . which brings
me, at last, to what I really

intended to write about, is

there yet a definition for a
person who spends hours
at a time seeking the

seem to be the result of a
particularly bad batch of
glne . .

.

From present sales

figures, 1 would be
tempted to define such a
person as a Consumer, or

I hope that you
wholeheartedly disagree
with this, if only to create
little controversy into an
otherwise bland letter.

I have in my possession
a few games which, I am
afraid to say. come into thi

"1 wish I hadn't bought

example Schizoids,

Transylvanian Tower, and
a few lesser items which
could easily feature in a

computerised version of
"The worst of Hollywood"
Next time I read

"

is you h,

think to myself: "Ah yes.

Poor scenes, flickering
graphics, boring, slow,
fondue, cuddly toy . .

.'

Didn' '

Will

Of ci ;. 1 ,ii

. .. £130 on a
Clinclair Clectum and
every other game I see for

it is "arcade standard"
advertised and plays like a
nun in a brothel ... is this

my fault? . . . Any Atari

owner will say "Yes. you
are an idiot ... Ah so."
But I digress. The truth

of the matter is that I enjoy
the good Spec-games, few
though they are, and 1 also

publications, such as
yours, give them.

I'll have a bash at

anything — Adventures,
wargames. shoot-'em-into-
bits, even the highly
overrated "Graphic
Arcade Simulations" but
I'm afraid I have yet to tint

one that makes me wake
cold sweat. . .pity

about that "French"

1 must admit, I did like

Manic Miner, until I found
the Skylab stage
impossible. I haven't
played it for months. So
you can appreciate the

elation that I felt when
confronted with the
prospect of continuing the
saga in Jet Set Willy (can
you?). However, the joy

That game is more
infested than a tramp's
hammock! If you have
played it for more than

I

five minutes (how long DO
you reviewers take?), then
you will know of the bugs
that I speak, and how,
once manifested, the only
way to remove them is to

re-load the whole thing

;
Ha Ha Ha, what is this

1 padlock software security?
It's almost laughable what
some people will do to
deter us budding pirates!

And what if I do lose the
card with the codes on it?

But then, if I was makir,j
that sort of money, I

suppose I really would be
worried about a few
copies being made.
How infuriating to find

the Best ofBucks Fizz

sporadically interrupted
by "Beep . . . crackle . .

.

copied the latest copy of

the latest arcade
simulation of a book of the
film of . , , there's more . . .

So what can I do? Type
in one of those extremely
good games that get
printed up in all the best
mags? (Sony).
Here's a new one that

you might not have seen

10 PRINT "Input
Direction"
an INPUT a$
30 PRINT "You are
lost":GOTO 10 L

Followed by a mad dash 1
for the user's manual, as a I
million new Spec-owners I
try to find which key f

'1"1iffi^»..ffl-TT''Tf."



combination produces
PRINT ... I hear the latest

excuse is that typing in a
game out of a mag actually
helps one's programming
ability . . . answer on a
postcard to . . , etc.

Sorry to sound so
cynical, but the primary
school across the road is

teaching the kids exactly
the same thing that I am
trying to understand on a
B/T Compt. Science

called the Future brains of
Britain. 1 fear more for this

country's future than I did
when Uncle Albert split

Remember skateboards?
In ten years, if you are
lucky, you might
remember home

m going back to fight

the mothership on level 4

shall b touch .

if you print any/all of
this rubbish, I shall be
your servant for life and 1

might even buy the next
issue. If you don't, then
the next one will be even
more intellectual . . . and
possibly spelled rite. Until

BRING BACK OUR

VIDEOGAMIMG!

I think it's about time I

wrote to you expressing
my disappointment in the

recent Video Gaming
sections in your magazine.

I am not criticising the
way in which you judge
the games, but rather the
lack of games over the
past few months. As video

expected to pay the same

mag, I feel we should get
more than three or four

reviews per month (only

one in August). This is my
only criticism of;

magazine.
Kevin Hatter
Trowbridge
Wilts

Editor's reply: Thanks for

your letter Kevin, and I

have to agree with yon
that the Videogaming
section has been a little

bit thin over the hut few

for the video games
systems that there were a
year ago. Without new

simply isn't anything tor

Joystick lory to pass
judgement on,

TCP US GAMES

FOR THE TEXAS

I am writing to tell you
how pleased I was to hear
that Parco Electrics has
tought up the stock of

American Texas
Instruments cartridges.

Maybe now Texas owners
will be able to obtain what

have always wanted —
good versions ot top
American games.
Software has always

been hard to get and I fee]

may be getting better.

I am also writing to ask if

C&VG could get hold of

some and review them —
now that these cartridges

have become available.

This would make choosing
the good buys a lot easier.
Andrew Meiklejohn
Gullane
East Lothian

Editor's reply: We have
reviewed a couple of
these games already,
Andrew. These were
Back Rogers and
Burgertime. If you check
out your back issues you
should be able to find

them. We will continue to

support the Texas.

ADVENTURE MISTAKE

SURELY NOT?

Is avid readers of your
nost enjoyable Adventure
rolumn. we thought we
should write and notify

you of one of your rare

mistakes.
In his review of Ring of

Power for the CBM 64,

Geoffrey Carew states that

the only graphics are
some "murky sprites at the
edge of the screen". If

you type PICTURE you
will get the full colour
graphics, although they

TEXT will take you back
to the test mode. There is

Apart from that, i

agree with the re

Simon A; Edwin Shea/

PROTECTION FOR

BASIC PROGRAMS

I would like to know if it is

possible to safeguard a
program (in Basic) from
being broken into.

Programs like Jet Set

Willy and Sabre Wulf
cannot be broken into

during the game. I know
these games are in

machine code but I

wondered if it was
possible with Basic

listings.

If it is possible, could
you please tell me or give

me a few hints. I own a
Spectrum 48k.

Sroughfon in Fumess

Editor's reply: There's a
number of ways of

protecting a Basic
program. On the
Spectrum, POKE 23659,0

look at your program. But
if you supply the game on
tape, it's still possible to

,GE the game before

checking whether you're
pressing BREAK. In
machine code, yon have
to do this yourself in yonr

of games like Manic
Miner will remove the

BREAK part of the
program before It goes oi

C&VG IS JUST

IRRESTIBLE!

Dear Sir,

I was not a regular reader
of your magazine until

June. 1 saw on the cover
that you had the missing
screen from jet Set Willy- 1

bought it instantly and
rushed home to program it

in. I was delighted with

the game.
A month later I saw your

July issue on the shelf. I

Games so I bought it. This
issue was just as pleasing

I am now planning to get
C&VG every month. It also

has lots of competitions
and reviews which is what
I like. I have only one
criticism and that is that

there are too many
adverts.

Keep up the good work
and my friends and I will

continue to buy your

Matthew Clayton

N Yorks
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COMPUTER
STATIONS!

WHERE READINGADVENTURE
AND COMPUTER FUN COLLIDE
Four fantasfic new adventure stories, full

of danger, action and suspense. The only

person who can save the day is you - using

the challenging computer programs
included in each Micro Adventure.

Launch them today!

€ I OTHLORIE1M 1

SPECIAL OPERATIONS' and complete the
s for Objective 4 — get a sample of an

'
' mically based rocket fuel. State

took to complete the adventure as

for each rr

play-off di

g date January 31 . 1 985. Complet

r ~

ci::,::

"

_

Waster of Sersbal Sped. urn £6.95

Johnny Reb Amstrad £6.95

Lifeline

Billy Bong
Spectrum 48K £2.99
Spectrum 48K £2.99

[SVSrs^
V"T,

Address

IOTHLORIEN3I M
°Zrl™l°'
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48K ZX SPECTRUM

Tir Na Nog - the land of youth, the other world.

Tir Na Nog -the kingdom of the sidhe, the home of dagda's cauldron.

AD ASTRA - £5.95
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WIN

GAMES
Our friends at Activision

have come op with £400
worth of MSX software for

you — if you can answer
the three simple questions
below.
Fifteen people will get

their hands on sets of two
Activision MSX games —
conversions of their mega-
hits Beamrider and the
classic River Raid.
Just the thing if you've

got yourself a new MSX!
Now answer the
questions, fill in the
coupon and mail it to

You all read last month's
amazing MSX-extra where
we explained the vices
and virtues of the new
breed of micros from
Japan. Well, if our
features persuaded you to
buy one, you'll need some
games to play on them
won't you? And we've got
the games if you've got
the answer.

THE QUESTIONS

Computer & Video Games,
Activision MSX
Competition, Priory Court,
30-32 Famngdon Lane,
London EC1R 3AU.
Closing date for the
competition is December
16th and normal C&VC
rules apply. The editor's

decision is final and no
correspondence will be
entered into.

X7 What do the
initials MSX stand for? If

you got last month's issue,
this question will be no
problem!

%& What is the name
of Britain's Olympic
Decathlon champion —
featured on C&VG's July
cover.

COMPUTER 8 VIDEO GAMES ACTIVISION MSX COMPETITION

My answers are

.

Q»" Name the famous
Activision programmer
who created Pitfall?
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
AND WIN A MEGARULE!
and is ideal 'or computer listings. The
pale blue lint takes your eye directly
to the area and the central marking
makes sure you focus on the actual
line you need. Each Megerule in this
special limited edition carries the
Computer & Video Games logo.

as you can.
Circle them and send a completed

entry torm to: Megarule Christmas
Competition, Computer & Video
Games. Priory Court, 30-32
Farringdon Lane, London EC1R 3AU.

50p OFF
To make sure you get a Megarule 01
to order more for Xmas presents,
Inst fill in the coupon and save 50p
oft the normal price of £2.99. This
offer is exclusive to readers of
Computer & Video Games.
Just send your remittance or £2.49

per Megarule to Mega Marketing
Ltd., 20 Orange Street, London
WC2H ZED or phone 01-930 1612

with your Access number.

4>
S'V* 'eaders ot Computer S Video Game
V.-J-, Nostatf(ortheirrelalions)atCompufi

-, ' a Video Games, Mega Marketing (

PART IfsSrai'isoooTiilU H COMPETITION
THE QUESTIONS

ilei at £2.49 e,

So.
:

i System 15000 in last
issue's competition did you? Well
now you've qualified for the next part
of our great System J5000competition.
All you have to do is play the game —
by doing that, you'll be able to answer

wers right and you could
roud , of i

the

Get the ai

soon be t

Answerphone Modem!
five to give away, thanks to our friends
at Craig Communications, the people
behind System 15000. Want one? Then S. What is

get cracking! a[ Midii

4 Who o<

V)
om
O

73
m
>
D
m
73

m
73
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PLAY

HAVOC
WITH YOUR COMPUTER

HERE'SA VERYSPECIAL OFFER TO HELP YOU!
FPeE &UCHEX FPEE SL

L

L
UB FPEe H«»OC fpee |t

F
F
T
TWARE

WITH EVERY GAME A3 POSTER MOBILE OF AT LEAST

HAVOC (or the CBM 64 - £9.95
HAVOC for the SPECTRUM—£7.95

Available from all leading computer stores and
retailers, including W.H. Smith, Boots, John
Menzies, Spectrum Group, etc.
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FREE
OFFER
What can 13p get you these days? The
first 10 pages of C&VG. a quarter of a
can of coke or half a Mara bar. Not
great value for money But here at

C&VG we've come up with a great
idea to help you spend those few
pennies — and what you get is worth
at least three times as much!

It's a copy of our amazing Thomp-
son Twins Qexi-disc Adventure game.
If you missed out on our October
issue, you will also have missed out on
your free copy of the Qexi.

So, due to great public demand,
welve decided to offer copies of the
disc just for the price of a second

All 3 dc l:

coupon below, stick a 13p stamp on it

and post it to the address on the
coupon — NOT C&VG please. Don't
lick all the stamp — otherwise we'll
never be able to get it off to fix to your
flea-disc package.
I'm afraid you won't be eligible for

the competition at this late da'» — but
the first 25 people to send

PETER PAN
SPOT THE DIFFERENCE!

-n their
.- ..«. .=%.=..d a free Computer
>o Gaines tee-shirt.

Peter Pan was flying around long
before people started playing com-
puter games. But we reckon, if he's
still out there in Neverland, he'll be
playing all the top games along with

Video Games. Peter Pan Competi-
tion, Priory Court, 30-33 Farringdon
Lane, London EC LP. 3AU.

the:

3 chap, he'd c

here!

Send to: Computer & Video Games
Flen-Disc Offer, Ward Lester Ltd,

14 Hertford Road, London NI.

i had been transient

game based on Peter Pan, the classic

children's fairytale byJ.M. Banie. The
game comes complete with a copy of
the paperback — so if you haven't yet
read it, now's your chance.
We've got six copies ol the Adven-

ture game — which runs on the
Spectrum and the BBC — to give away
to the readers who can spot the difter-

December 16th i

rules apply.
Remember to mark the outside of

the envelope with the make of micro

this page.
Once you think you've found all the I Computer you o'

differences, ring them with a ball I

point pen and send the pictures and I SpectrumQ
the coupon below to Computer & l^.______

Address
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LOCO (6)

C 1. Game thai sounds

5. Sabre WulTi
software house (8)

7. Finger, toe or
number (5)

8. Stop holding down

03)

' 9
! example (8)

4. What you need to
U

r
u be to enter the Hall of

Fame(G)
6. Beaten at Chew (5)

9. A big one rolls

barrela in Donkey

reasonable (8)

the 0* in the game (4)
4 J

f

1
Kong (3)

16. A (He of Information
for applicationi (4,4)

IS. VDU (I)

20. Fighter flier (5)

2 1

.

Computet game for

U iSl | 13. Returned to original

14. Co-ordination (6)

15. Point In a din plug(3)
17. Macintosh micro (5)

;>

22. Phantom* in fltic

™
1 19. Fluids for jet

printers (5)

AFRICAN SAFARI

all about. Wan

African Safari is the Erst Adventure
game to feature fully a
ing graphics. And you need a joystick

to play it, too! We've got 26 copies of
this revolutionary

Commodore 64 up for grab;

our friends at the new and
software company, Inteidisc.

You can read ail about the g.

our Games News pages this

And on this page
ae what the game is

i? Then all you have

questions below, fill in the coupon
and mail it to Computer & Video
Games, African Safari, Priory Court,
30-32 Farringdon Lane, London EC1R
3AU. Closing date for the competition
is December 16th and normal C&VG
rules apply. Now for those questions:

1. What was the name of the young
boy befriended by animals in the
classic children's story The jungle
Book by Rudyard Kipling?
2. In the Tarzan movies the ape-man's
best friend was a chimpanzee. What
name did Tarzan give the chimp?
3. What animal won't you End on an
African Safari? a) Elephant b| Flamingo

CSVG/AJRICAN SAFARI
j
COMPETITION

1

I

My answers are:

I

3

Address
•a ,i ai m
Sana
" il O 01 @ IP



TheAdventure to blowyour mind
Because you write the adventure on your computer... in English!

and vampires. Castles and coffir

The only restriction la your

The range of possible game in plain Engli
creations is almost inexhaustible. Once vol

j logel bared. can sell it to your foends o,

Every game is automatically market it through the

disk or tape. All you da is ready-io-run games. If aixeoted, Tell him its ovoiloble through
- royalty will be Terry Blood, RCS., Tiger or
-inging its woy CeatreSort, Or order now -

Adventure
Writer

l$~THE&ciTB4EljrBEGlNj

™Q Cn.odar.urj Appl. II Q gj,j lach 1

eneasorderioddei. lencloseocheque/PO/IMOforC !



Last month each Software Club Member took a share i

worth of discounts on the very latest top quality
programs and accessories . .

.

AREYOUSTILL BUYING
YOURSOFTWARE
THEHARD WAY?

WHO ELSE GIVES YOU ALL THIS?

OURJ>RICE PROMISE
: :-.. .

I SS:
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HTWOOFYOURALL-TIME
CINEMA 8.T.V. FAVOURITES

THEliGlNWVW jyi M Danger. Intrigue, Suspense! You'll need al

I fTT ~^* yourwitsand skill when you take on the ruth-
V-* I ATARI !---

\
JAS
Quest

Ivoutcnance to relive I

I animation. cassette

k Unique multiple c^ *95 I

I player options. H*

• A unique

graphic

adventure.adventure. M jfUggg
I • Choose your level of difficulty.

I • Scores of colourful scenes.
I Disk -. _ _»_ Two more quality»_._ _#
I only £4^95 producl.trim "DatajOT1^J

Datasoft Software. w

• •••••••••••••*••••••*••
THE ULTIMATE IN AMERICAN

SOFTWARE FORYOU ON U.S. GOLD
U.S. Gold is stocked by all leading computer

DEALERS! For information an how to become a
CIS. Gold Stockist write to: CentreSoft Ltd.. Unit 10.

The Parkway Industrial Centre. Heneage Street,

Birmingham B7 4LV. Telephone: 021 359 3020.
Telex: 33726S. Overseas enquiries welcome. MAmerkom



GAMES NEWS

If they kaep up this high standard of release. Ii

watch in the coming months. All releases should

HERE COMES
THE JUDGE?"' ''•'•'•
fit last! Someone has got around to
converting those great comic
characters from the best British
comic around, 2000 AD.

Qnicksilva, the people who
brought yon our amazing
Thompson Twins Adventure game
in October, have signed up johnny
Alpha, better known as Strontium
Dog, to star in a series of computer

The first Strontium Dog- game, for
the Commodore 64, is out now. Tou
can find a review of the game,
Stron rlum Dog and the Death
Gauntlet, on our reviews pages this

Strontium Dog: The Killing, will
be the next release. This concerns
a planet ruled by a dictactor who
stages a tournament for all the
most evil and vicious killers in the
universe. They battle against each
other to discover who is the

Strontium Dog, who is a Search
and Destroy Agent, attends the

' ">. Can't wait t

the truth behind this evil

ind believe us,

mbets of Valkyrie 17 are
unscrupulous than a

bunch of software pirates. So if

iyou "The Red
Kipper Flies at Midnight" don't
laugh at them — they could be
ttempting to tell you something

to your advantage. Watch out
for men in trenchcoats — and

watch this space for m
undercover information about

Valkyrie 17.

It all has something to do with
this blueprint we discovered

poked under the C&VG office

door the other night. .

,

PARKER BROTHERS BOW OUT

:e of mutants created by a already been snapped up by an
nuclear war known as Strontium American movie company-
Dogs. Quicksilva's Mark Eyles told
They are social outcasts shunned C&VG that they were attempting tc

by the rest of society and the only see if they could get hold of the
job they can get is bounty hunting rights for the Judge. But, in the
— tracking down deadly criminals meantime, he's looking at other

>f the si

futuristic Dirty Harry.
a from the .



GAMES NEWS

D-DAY FOR
THE QL
Games Workshop's first venture
into computer games will make a
little bit of history. One of their
forthcoming new releases called
D Day will be coming out for the
QL — the first game for this new
machine.
D-Day is a graphic war game for

two players based on the
Normandy landings of 1944.
Players take the Allied or German
sides, deploying [heir armed
forces.

We've already mentioned
Battlecars. a Mad Max-type race
game with some original touches

GHOSTBUSTERS
Ghostbustoi

in the States right now — and the
from the film has been
in our music charts for

ks. Now Activision has
got hold of the tights to make the
lame of the filml

David Crane. Activision 's top
.iiogrammer. who brought you
Pitfall and Oecatnton has been
given the task of turning the movie
into a game which Activision says
will be on sale in time for Christ-
mas. Ghostbusters. the movie, tells

he tale of three New Yorkers who
iat up in business fighting ghosts
nd ridding the city of paranormal
beings. It's a light-hearted comedy
and has been beating Indiana Jones

the U.S. box offices.

David says the game will contain
mixture of Adventure, strategy

a VW Beetle to a high-p

Haunted buildings start flashing red
and you have to guide your ghost
mobile along the quickest route to the
affected skyscraper.

'urerfi Video Gamesc
m of the brand ne
s game at Activision London

ivid Crane's latest game closely
>ws the plot of the film. First you

iness by getting some cash
- = jther. buying your own ghost-
mobile and equipping it with ghost-
:atching

display shows the auto-

can choose — ranging

Once at the building, the si

display switches to the exterior of the
building — with a little ghost floating

around outside. You must guide your
ghostbusting team of two into position

and then fire your laser-like, ghost-
busting beams to force the ghost into

your trap. You earn money for each
ghost you nap.
You must also prevent ghosts reach-

ing the Temple of Zuul — which in the
film is known as Spook Central. It's a
door to the spirit world which you
have to shut at the end of each garr
Ghostbusters is a terrific game
rtremely addictive and great fun

play. Watch for a full review in o

And if you haven't yet rushed out
buy Ray Parker's hit theme tune to tl

film — don't bother. Activision's game
plays the soundtrack almost note for

note. And the final version will have
speech too. Press the space bar and it

will shout "Ghostbusters!" at you.
Which comes in really useful as you

sing along with the lyrics displayed as
the game loads — complete with little

bouncing ball! This Commodore 64
version of the theme could get into the
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the inhabits

TRAVELS IN THE
UNDERWURLDE

Sabre Waif, the last game to be
released from the respected
Spectrum software company
Ultimate, is to be followed by r«v

sequels featuring the Sabreman.
Undeiwutlde and Knight Lore

chronicle the further Adventures of filled with huge
the Sabreman in the land of the warriors. "Knight
underwurlde. more of an adven

Underwuilde \

battling against

i of the mythical
rompany claim that the

game has "an unequalled player

In Knight Lore you are trapped in

a full realistic 3D world, playing the

part of an adventurer-cum-explorer
laldng his way through a world

£3fc£%£%4l

adventure game", or so says tl

Sabre Wolf, up to now. has n

been selling as well as previoi

Ultimate titles, having st

less than 30,000 copies
Beach-Head for the

Commodore has sold m

the similarity between t

But Peter is not letting this su.

his head. "The American gams

is going through a tough time. I enjoy

writing computer games and would like

' " would be doing it in two years

Despite the pessimism. Peter has

started work on his next game - Bouider-

dash II. Don't expect this to go on sale for

several months though, as Boulderdash I

took no less than a year to programme. "I

spend all my energy on a project -
actually only about two hours a day on the

keyboard — but I am thinking about the

program all the time. 1 even dream about

Peter has spent all of his working life

the computer business. "I've done }

about everything. Worked on busini

software, research projects, the lot

even when I was a student I managed

get vacation work on compu

"My first contact with a computer t

via a terminal to a mainframe at univer

my programming knowledge is «

By 1982, the personal computer bt

was taking America by storm and Pi

24

decided to buy an Atari 800. "I'd alway:

liked video games and some of my

friends were spending a lot of money on

them . . . it lust seemed like a natural

progression that my next project should

be a video game".
When Peter is not programming he

likes watching films and practises the

martial art - Tai Kwondo - although he

says he doesn't have hobbies. "I dont

, draw a line between what I do for a livm?

i Favourite drink: Coke.

t Favourite TV program.

I forager. I watch almost anything. Last

year 1 was a Hill Street Blues fan. I tend to

i net bored very easily with TV'

mrite
ocom. Crossfire. MineiSuspended by Infoc<

1 2049'er, Choplifter.

i Worst Game I've Ever Played: Cas

.
Wol/enstein.

f- The thing about computing that mi

makes me want to throw up: T

n multiplicity of systems and lack

it standards. Expensive software.

compel ri ion heing staged i





SUMMERGAMES
THETOPUSAND
UK.OLYMPIC
GAMES PROGRAM

You're an Olympic athlete

competing in eight key events at the

SUMMER GAMES.
How well can you score in track,

ming. diving, shooting,
gymnastics and more? So realistic,

there's even an opening ceremony
and awards presentation after each

Unlike other "Olympic-like"

games, SUMMER GAMES has
Incredible realism, superb state-of-

the-art graphics and sound effects,

including national anthems from
eighteen countries and true action-
strategy game play. In each event
you must plan ana execute your
game strategy in order

1—

AH titles available from Quicksilva Mail Order,PO Box 6,Wimbome Dorset F3A21 7PY Tel (0202) 891744.



Theycame from out of the desert I

the lost city of Antescherand disco\

theHORl&RoftheANTS

The Walled City

a thousand, thousand yi

Great Desert inhabited by only the deadly Ants
Who have made it their home.
Then one day He and She arrive to play the

games through the wind-swept streets, oustli

the Ants from their exclusive occupation.

But the City seems to have a presence,
brooding entity which hangs over the buildings
and in some mysterious way controls the destiny
of those below...

ANTJBh(K3D

a Mall Order, P.O. Box 6, Wimborne, Dorset BA21»7PY. Xel. (0202) 891,744



Tbne-intoJet-BootJ§^
Themassivehi!

from English"

OMMODORF PWQC
-^«1— Cassette, *- J.Zf J,

K

£9-95
ATARI 32K
Cassette
or Disk

Jet-Boot Jack is fast heading for No 1

spot in the Atari games charts.

Because hes absolutely unique.
Jet-Boot Jack is the space-age jet-

powered jogger who takes you on a chase
through the vaults of the Record Pressing
plant, collecting his favourite music as
he goes.

Evil creatures try to thwart his every
move, but Jacks special bouncing powers
send them hurtling to their deaths!

Sliders and elevators provide access
to new levels - but sometimes they
turn nasty!

With 10 different screens and 6 skill

levels Jet-Boot Jack will stretch your
abilities to the limit.

Which, after all, is what you've come

expect from English

ware.
Boot Jack and our other
programs are available

from branches of Laskys, Greens and
all good software dealers.

Telephone Sales Hot Line

h
(Access and Visa) 061-835 1356

THE POWER OF EXCITEMENT
The English Sol'iwmv C.niipunv, Box 43,

Mandu-su-i- M60 3AD Trade' Lnquirk-s Id: 061-835 1358
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KERfcUSn SOFTWARE
GRAB A PIECE OF THE

DISTRIBUTORS
Terry Blood Dist.

Express Marketing

LVL
Wayferer

Vanguard
Dealer enquires welcome

\

KEHIAN\ MX) LIMITED



Jl JFacbeth to one of Shakes-
ll/fpeare's best known plays. It

J. Tihas lots ofaction - most of it

bloodstained — and, when you
come to think about it, is ideal
Adventure game material.

people were turning to literature for

material for Adventures, '

' said David
Pringle. the leader of the seven
strong team who put the Macbeth
game together. "Macbeth has lots of
action and it's a story that everyone
knows well."

It took around 21 months for the
project to be completed from
original concept to storyboards and
final coding. It comes in four parts
and at present is only available for

the Commodore 64 — although a
Spectrum version could be in the

As seems to be the norm wtth
Adventure games these days, there
are graphic screens in each of the
four parts. Some of them ate
animated. These were designed by
graphic artist Geoff Quilley

where Macbeth meets the three
witches. The witches transform
themselves into nasty things like bats
and then disappear. This took the
graphic artist two days and around
10k to complete. David n-ckors thai

the game features some of the best
graphics yet seen on the 64.

^tf" You may well start leaping for the ^k^^L emetgency exits when someone men- ^^r•^ tions Shakespeare. A lot of us have been ^^*
^^-^ bored to tears by the Bard at school — ^^

which is a great pity because his plays
just aren't as tedious as they often become when you have lo study
them. Often they are action packed Adventures. Which Is where
David Pringle and his team come In. They have dragged Shakespeare
into the computer age by creating an Adventure game based on one
ot his best known, and bloodiest, plays — Macbeth. Read on to
discover why they did it .

.

All i

development team have an
academic background. So is

Macbeth really an educational pack-
age, I asked?

balance between the educational
element and the game," said David.
"I don't think it's the kind of thing
that teachers will use in schools. But
1 think people will appreciate
Shakespeare a lot more after playing
the game. We certainly did!"

"1 think people will be able to play

the game as an Adventure and not
feel that they are being forced to

learn. However, the game could be
of value to people who are studying
the play at school."
As I've already mentioned,

Macbeth is divided into four parts.

The plot of Macbeth is so involved
that the programmers needed all the
space they could getl Each part can
be played as an individual game.
At the end of each section of the

Adventure, you'll End another game
which can only be described as a
sort of psycho-analysis program.
Macbeth sits down on the psychia-

ich and lo II his a(

This probably says more about the
Adventurer's state of mind than
Macbeth's — but it's an interesting

concept in any event. Who knows
what it might reveal about YOUR
character? Come to think of it, Mr
Campbell has been very quiet since
we sent him a review copy. These
can be played separately from the

Macbeth is

nth i

ad by Creative
" will i

£14.95. It comes with a special ver-

sion of the play in paperback form.

The book was edited by the group in

order to make it easier to read,

removing a lot of those odd quirks of

ye olde English that make Shakes-

So the message is clear. Don't be
frightened off just because the game
is based on a Shakespeare play
which bored the pants off you at

school. It's still a good Adventure
game. C&VG's Chief Examiner.
Keith Campbell, tells you what he
thinks about the game this issue.

Macbeth is the first Adventure of

its kind. David Pringle and the rest of

his team are awaiting your reactions

with interest. The complete works of

Shakespeare as Adventure games?
Stranger things have happened!

31



HERE 10 STBV B
1'

MODEMS:

TEKBS inSTRUmEHTS fI-99/4H

I THE SOFTIUhRE IS HERE
PARCO ELECTRICS hove more software for

SOLID STATE SOFTWARE CASSETTE SOFTWARE
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS PARCO Software

69.25 Hop On
69.25 -Listfile;-... i. ...-.<-

2250 "PartoGoi-

WHITE OR 'PHONET0DAY FOR
NEWS OFA COMPLETE PACKAGE

[MODEM + TERMINAL
EMULATOR + RS232] THATWILL
ENABLE YOU TO ENTERANEW
WORLD WITHYOUR TI-W/4A!

__ j. 1^3^^ F°r° fre0 price llst and further information send a $.a.e. iPARCO 4 DORSET PLACE, NEW STREET, H0NIT0N

Cln-tujg.- DEVON EX14 80S. TELEPHONE (0404) 44425
^*»fc*i *%s3 Access orders token by telephone.^^"^^^^^^^^^^"^^ AH prices are inclusive VA T and p&p.
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MACHINE: C8M 64
SUPPLIER: Quicksilua

PRICE: f7,95

Sequels to hit games

the good old U.S. o A.

• Graphics
• Sound
• Value
• Payability

9
5
8
8

I~

MACHINE: CBM 64 and

Spectrum

SUPPLIER: US Gold

PRICE: £12.95 CBM tec.

£9.35 cassette, £7.95

Spectrum cassette.

Regular reader! «W3

will need no introduction

to the game Tapper

which we reviewed exclu-

sively In out June edition^

For those ot you wno don

get the UK's biggest and best

computer games "™&*™

rill y u in on Ihe Tapper stori

The game started out in lift

as a Sega arcade game wa:

courtesy ol US Gi

and Spectrum

customers, forcing

vouqn the swing dOu.-

m can progress to screen

During their drinking ses-

sion some of the cowboys get

pecKish and tuck """a ™ 3
:

making more wor^to^^

dirty dishes.

away the lood plates, two

dancing girls appear on stage

and do a can-can to. you as a

Points are earned every

I ,ime vau successfully repel a

cowboy oy slinging a glass of

,it-,!-'-. ':ha: will But bi

ie edge of the should d ,
,-, qlai

pressed barman in a \

West saloon bar. Those c

boysare pwttj

and if your pint pulling c

Control is by joystick only Santa
and, as you guide youi oniy.t:

c'iri'\i.i.-r ihrough the ruined Eve Ie

city. .-'.] realise the iiue 3D and de

panic induced

nd of one ot the

a "by Cttinese Juggle'

is similarity aside, Tapper

/,s quite unlike anything

very intelligent. V
keep a linger or

key to stay alive.

o( Ihe four funct

i enough, he can si

i Ing and you move
i Iwo ol Ihe game.
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'e've .got the
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and our games prove it
1
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1o decide your strength let

ThebeneryourscoioJ

Ana It'll keep you on yt

graphics. Brlllianl music
As part of the 'Eureka!'

islrongtiandloslcryDU'lit

h conslonlly-changing. sialic ana moving

tn lageHiei, you steadily wire

nd effects od

;-.•

id rolled ilw £25.0001
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and o professor of logic let
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md: Does the .

the side of Ihe screen. Kiflfl your Colt 45
Indians will attempt

capture Ihe passengers -

rampaging redskins, then

your scalp. Nastyl
turn It all six passengers (all If you light oil Ihe Iridic

stage and lumps on, the game
is all over before H's really got Pedro

Finding Ihe slage and
manouevrlng Kldd behind it is A

I

MACHINE: CBM 64/

joystick

Umnoft
PRICE: £7.50

What could be betlei

than playing Revenge o
the -"--.'

: v r^ i
^ .

.- Camms »hi ±

listening to very louc

Playing A

The C&VG review tearri
don't judge games with
their ears plugged up, we

Ihe tun by leinno you '

whal they are. II II lake si

Desl ways to open Ihe e.:ii

tflrcugh dange'c..'.

pas. es which a *

.''-'

IZITZ™

;:; 1 Ihe game an
n llmar app r:H

i you keep getting hil by
s or running

a ins damage
damage

) and then. On

Steer your stage c

and you pick Ihem l

;uttling ;

..i "Sheep ". The Anci-
Overall. Stagecoach is

""

put together with a compre- us humans" to help fight II

hensive menu at the starl of Zzyaxians — an evil Cum
the game which, among older responsible tor everything immediately go o
things, allows the player to nasty thai happens In Minler's off the shelves —
redefine the keyboard cosmology. you intrigued tor i

d ot

compre hen- Zzyaiian weapons base from a set of

armed only with an extremely and extremely
sketchy map and destroy all Anciprtal se

he game. the deadly things you llnd One back on t

out for your scalp. You hay

By climing onto Ihe roof of in

slage and blasting away wil

• Graphics
• Sound
• Value
• Playabilily

• Graphics

• Play ability



High Street Stoi

Games Specialists.

Retailers contact Mr. Len Fisher on
our telephone hot-line (0642)227223.

ACAME OF INTRIGUE & SKILL IN THE OIL BUSINESS.
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(Disk £11.95)
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filing game of 1984
tesl climbing game i

.(I — Jet Set Willy.

game completely dominf
the Cil/QDaily Mirror

The game drew g

i US Gold

''
'

:". v. .. '.1
i

chased Beach-head into the char
Tap Ten games chart. spot.

The game ' '

C&VG — and Daley's is no
exception - are copies of

TOP TEN
GAMES OF

Lpjsr—"
af•& TRASHMAN

rTHE YEAR Trasftman is a total original in

With 1984 drawing to a close without loo much
evidence of Big Brother forcing us to use our
computers for boring serious applications, it's

time to take stock of some of the best games of
the year.

The real games of the year will be the ones that
you. and all the other C&VG readers vote for, in

the Golden Joystick Awards — the gamers'
awards — which will be presented in London in

In order to start your thinking about your
choices, we asked NOP — the compilers of the
C&VG top twenty to tell us what wera the best
sellers of '84.

From the list they gave us. the C&VG review
team picked out the games that they liked best
which were launched this year.

Here are our choices. Now tell us your
favourites. Fill in the Golden Joystick Awards
form below and send off to C&VG. Gold Joystick
Awards, Prioty Court. 30-32 Farringdon Lane.
London EC 1 Ft 3AU.

for the Spectrum and 64

into the dustcart that is sc roll-

ing slowly up screen and
bring the bins back again.

But if you think that sound

&% HUNCHBACK

Spedrum was Ocean's first

big hit - the first of many top

selling games that the
Manchester software house

k LORDS OF MIDNIGHT I

il Of tl

. By f;

the tragic Qua si-

ll Esmerelda. The

Digital Integration

at SaOre Wu

/ strategy c;

IKE:

i OLYMPIC GAMES

m Melbourne House.
.ike Jet Set Willy the game
ildn'i fail Programmed by
lip Mitchell of Hobbit.
letraloi and Mugsy fame,

ic Games shook up Melbour

le of tr

3s'

i dozen athletics games seek- breed of interactive Adven-
ing to capitalise on the luregames — not just a set of

Olympics. fixed puzzles with one
' Most successful of the solution Sherlock has semi-

: Games games was Daley intelligent i

Thompson's Decathlon which react to yoi

i! for C
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r, Travels With Trash-

slightly more difficult

lo than the Tirst game.

H an on Travels Willi



ijii Mie now: tne essenual buyers'guide to this exciting nc ».

standard for home computers. Facts, specifications, prices, software
and peripheral listings. All you need to know about every M5X
computer available. Plus -free first issue of MSX Computing.



Mirage 9 Rossini S

Seaforth

Liverpool

SOFTWARE & L21 4NS

DISTRIBUTION Tel:051-920 9713

PROGRAMMERS

SOFTWARE HOUSES
WE ARE LOOKING FOR TOP SELLING PROGRAMMES TO DISTRIBUTE TO
OUR WIDE RANGE OF OUTLETS THROUGHOUT THE UK AND GIVE YOU A
VERY FAST SERVICE TO HELP WITH YOUR SALES AND TO MAKE THE
MOST OF YOUR PRODUCTS. SEND A SAMPLE COPY OF YOUR PRODUCTS
WITH RATES AND TERMS FOR A FAST ASSESME
INFORMATION CONTACT THE SALES MANAGER
AND ASSIST YOU.

DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTERS

DEALERS WE HAVE THE BEST SELLERS FROM THE BEST PRODUCERS;
WE ALSO OFFER VERY GOOD RATES AND TERMS TO HELP YOU AND US
TO ACHIEVE THE BEST SALES AND SERVICE. FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT THE SALES MANAGER.
DISTRIBUTERS HAVE YOU GOT THE MIRAGE RANGE ON YOUR
SHELVES. IF NOT THEN CONTACT THE SALES OFFICE FOR SAMPLES AND
RATES.

SALES MANAGER
T.C. SAPHIER

SOFTWARE MANAGER
C.A. SAPHIER
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keep you up until the
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Ocean House
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ie.computer.game!
BY DAVID CRANE 1
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"MlWlBhjnuhln Micro ttsion. 32 Nation Stml K*(

Yes. Ghostbusters is a computer game, too.

Thegsme play follows the film with incredible accuracy. Even down to the
chart-topping music score.

Your task is to rid the world -and in particular New York City-of a cata-
clysmic plague of ectoplasmic nasties.

Designed by USA's David "Pitfall II and Decathlon" Crane and running on
1 Commodore 64 cassette and disk and Spectrum. Coming soon on other systems.

EEAcliVisioH
Your computer was made lor us.

Yolluhil! FlE.iword*, IS Otley rtoad, LMdl
Hanogate. Vflow. 18 Cheltenham Parade, Harrogate



COMMODORE
ATARI
AMSTRAD
MEMOTECH
BBCltoorder]

THE ROYAL QUEST ee.ss

Can vou discover the object of
then complete
only adventure,

with dozens of problems to

keep you perplexed for weeks.
Features include save game

ROLLABALL

steady nerves, Can you kea
the ROLLABALL in motion!

slide a piece of track in its path

ine ROLLABALL "movesover fhem! A vety* addictive

THE MOORS CHALLENGE £6

Anancientqame of strategy andcunning. 'Capture'

a

— *- -Yin. Play against youryouropi
AmstradCPC464atanyoffiveskilllevels,fromsii..

l

to advanced or play against a friend, you can even
make the computer play against itself.

* * * SPECIAL OFFER* * *
For a limited period only * Timeslip Software will t

giving away one free title with every two titles

purchased, so hurry send cheque/P.O.'s payable to

TIMESLIP SOFTWARE
STONEYBURN WORKSHOPS
THE OLD PRIMARY SCHOOL

STONEYBURN, WEST LOTHIAN EH47 8AP

CHRISTMAS SALE 50n ofl

E/M*D



One morning at the Personal Computer World show, before the
crowds arrived, Keith's trusty apprentices, Paul Coppins and Simon
Marsh, wandered along to the Adventure International stand

"

the new Scott Adams game, based on Spiderman, the Marvel
hero. Here, Simon relates how the Chief Examiner put
C&VGs Adventure team to the test . .

.

"Please Scot I, please, please, please! Just one small clue

one!" I grovelled!

"New come on, Simon, you Know I never give out clues

said the man who put Adventure into adventure games.

You have no doubt gathered by now that Ihe PCW Show was
not only by C&VSs Adventure Helpline team, but also
S Adams, of Longwood, Florida, USA.

This certain Mr Adams jusl happened to have with him .
Questprobe 2 - Spiderman. As the game was still in its testing si age and as

re possibly a few bugs still lurking around, Scott asked Paul and'mvself ifm
would test il for him. Silly question!

Throughout the time we played, Scott stood behind us and was busy scribbling

notes about our efforts. On many occasions, he laughed aloud at our feeble attempts
to crack the early parts of the game, bul as time went on. seemed very pleased with

our progress.

But it was hard not to ask tor help with the great man himself watching over us.

"Scott, if I put Doc Connors over there, will he wake up?" I asked.

"Well, just play the game. After all. that's what it's there lor!" Scott replied, with a

smile on his lace that made me leel even mre desperate for the answer.

While I was quizzing the Chlet Examiner, Paul was getting down to the serious

business of solving the game, and very well he was doing, toe! Suddenly Scott's face

1)1 up as Paul got the first gem - apparently he had done it In less time than anyone
else before, including Mike Woodrotfe of Adventure International UK!

Later, a certain chemical equation cropped up, and Scott seemed very happy when
I was able to solve Its meaning, tor he now knew for certain that this part of the game
was possible lor people with no specialist knowledge of the subject.

Adventurers everywhere will be pleased to know thai the CSVG team, may just be
responsible for making Scott's latest game just that bit harder!

Meanwhile C& fffs own superhero, Keith Campbell had slipped Into
his alterego Adventureman costume to join Spiderman on a quest
to beat Scott Adams at his own game . .

.

Mr SPIDER
SENSES TINGLE!
An IBM PC confronted me and won-
dering how I could persuade my
Editor to buy me one , 1 started in on
Questprobe 2.

Yes. it was a Scott Adams game,
all righi — I could tell that from the
fact 1 was getting nowhere last. But
it had a very different feel to ft.

There I was attempting to overcome
a very nasty looking creaiure
indeed, and trying to use many
words when my instinct said two.

Hydroman, who was graphically
depicted in some lurid detail,

guarding an aquarium containing a
gem. Getting hold of the gem

be .

idveniure International is

moving on to the IBM.
But I couldn't hog the IBM all day,

so Scott winked and slipped a
TRS-SO disc into my hand. I took it

back to the Adventure Helpline
stand and, using one of the Model
4's. quickly made a backup copy.
When 1 returned the original, Scott

warned: "You only have the two-
word output version there!" As if I

problem.
To my horror, the Chief Examiner

offered me a choice of Atari or IBM
PC versions. Well, I wanted to play
this game quietly at home — a home
devoid of those computers!
"How about a TRS-80 version?" I

asked nervously, "After all, that's

what you develop the games on,
don't you?" I added, determined
not to let Atari-owner Paul be the
only one to get a copy!

"Yes, but this will probably be the
last. We're switching to the IBM for

you really ought i

get one,
machines!"
Because Spiderman 1

11?!

Walking around in a skyscraper
office block may sound like a rather

mundane scenario for an Adventure
game, but for a spider, the perspec-
tive can be completely different! So
later on, back home, it was up the

hallway for me, and into other

A voice screamed "Ouch!" and I

found myself confronted by
Sandman. Treading carefully, I

wandered around and met up with
Doc Connors in drag, and a host of
other Marvel characters. Most
concealed a gem. and, when
spoken to, were rather challenging
about my ability to divest them of it!

All except Ringmaster, that is, for he
reckoned himself to be a piece of

turned out to be one of the more
difficult problems!

In the middle of all this was the
central challenge — one Bio-gem. It

will come as no surprise to Hulk
players to hear that it was in the

company of a Matter Energy Egg.
Yes — you know what that means,
don't you? BANG — no geml
Spiderman is a very different

game to its Quesrprobe prede-
cessor, Hulk. It has a less surreal-

istic setting, which better conveys
the atmosphere of the Marvel comic
stories. Mind you. this particular

skyscraper has some very peculiar
features, and is not exactly straight-

forward to get around!
In Spiderman. as I've already

e has been lacking in Scott's



:>

previous games, a fact seized upon
>me critics besotted by a
of-the-art" mentality. Well,
of the an" they now have!

When T played Spiderman 1 was at

a severe disadvantage. The Chief
Examiner had lent us his only copy
of the proofs of the puesrprobe 3

hours, but getting it away from Paul
was more difficult than coming to

grips with Mysterio! According to

Paul, solving Spiderman could be
much easier if you had read the
storyline in the comic that is

supplied with the game.
How, imagine YOU are stuck in an

air-conditioning system, and feeling
suicidal about it. Sounds unlikely,
but you know the feeling don't you?
You know there is an answer, and
you slowly go mad. trying to
deduce it. You eventually take the
last resort — the C&VG Adventure
Helpline.

But was there to be an answer for

me? Here I was with a game not yet
hilly tested, let alone on the market!
This could be lobotomy time
coming up, so I rang Paul. He'd

i! His s. n had
meshed with the problem
more RPMS for HIS fan! The mesh
was only hitting my fan meta-
phorically — or at least it would be if

I didn't turn in my review by the
deadline! Paul's method didn't
work on my computer. Had I an
incomplete version? Had Scott
purposely flown early from London,
chuckling throatily into a strange
mist visible from the side of the
ircraft?

I c t the British Telecom
atlas, and a Tandy diary

showing time-zones. I was about to
play my trump card. It had been
kept safely in my briefcase since
February. On one side was the
legend 'Scott Adams Inc.' and on

M
^Wpr

"s*:

. r^jBB

Keith Campbell rCSVG's
scribe, author ol the Pen a and Simon Marsh. Keith's

and the C&VG Book of Adve
Adams (gourmet, wine sno -. at the recent PCW Show lo

Hulk, Spiderman and the S Dlt dams / unchthe lev, Spiderman game.

the other was scrawled two tele-

phone numbers labelled 'home'
and 'work'. "Home," I thought, and
at 10.30 pm I started dialling . .

.

0101 ... but you don't think I'm
going to tell you the rest of the

number, do you?l
Alexis answered, and called Scott

to the phone. It was about 5.30 on a

Sunday evening, so my calculations

had been correct. I mentioned my
unresolved problem — did I have
an unfinished copy?

Scott was right on the ball. "The
problem is on Paul's copy, not
yours. His is not the correct answer
— it's far too easy!" explained Scott.

"Your copy is the perfect one!"
Wonderful! I was just about to put

the phone down, when 1 realised
that the threat of a lobotomy had not
receded! "Just a small, teeny weeny

little . . .
?" I pleaded, grovelling.

"Well, what you need is what no
spider should be without!" Scott

laughed, fiendishly. You know, I'm
really quite partial to that sort of

Spiderman certainly has a
surprise ending, for although I am
not quite there yet. Scott had left his

usual saved endgame on the
diskette, and I had been up to my
usual cheating!

So will Spiderman be classified as
an "adventure nasty"? That, you will

have to discover for yourself!

Personally, I found it to be a great
game, with plenty of variety and
puzzles. Although different from

theme By the way. anyone want a
Bio-gem? I'll let you have mine for a

, ADDRESS...

Fancy yourself as Spiderman? I, Which way is the mc
Course you do! Well here's your facing?
chance to win a copy of Questprobe Z. Where will you End a Mexican hat?
No.2 for one of the following 3. Where must you loo]

computers: Spectrum 48k, Commo- ferret?

dore 64 and BBC B. 4. What dish once reminded Scott of
Scott Adams. Mike Woodroffe and evil smelling mud?

Keith Campbell put their heads S. Where does Pirate No.2 start off?
together over dinner at a smart The first three questions are based ANSWERS
Covent Garden restaurant, when the on Oaymorgue Castle, the answers
wine was flowing well. They came up to 4 and S will be found in the pages '

with the following questions to of the C&VGover the past 12 months!
ensure that free copies of Spiderman Send your answers on the form C
only fall into the right hands! To provided to Spiderman Competition,
qualify, you will need to have played Computer & Video Games, Priory f
The Sorcerer of Claymoigue Castle, Court, 30-32 Farringdon Lane,
in a graphics version on either the London EC1R 3AU. Normal C&VG (I

Commodore or Spectrum, AND be a competition rules apply and the first

regular reader of C&VO. 30 correct solutions opened on 17th (!

Scott, Mike and Keith want to know December will receive a free copy of
the answers to the following ^u'derman for the micro of their MIC

I
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What can we say?

We're overwhelmed. Though we should just add that with Atarisoft, you can now play Pole Position* on the

Commodore 64. BBC and Spectrum computers, as well as on all Atari*
1 POLE POSITION

systems. And you'll also find available other g

Robotronj Moon Patrol* and Ms Pacman.

s such as GLil,i\i,i])' from ATARISOFT





ORDER NOW-OR SEND FOR A FREE COLOUR BROCHURE
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Education's ascream
down at Spooky Manor.

Acomsolt have a range of education programs lli.it

entourage children to think logical ly and creatively.

And at the same time, they make learning bags of fun.

SPOOKY MANOR: An adventure game for up to

four players Where exploring the ereepv old" house and
soiling mysteries involves co-operation and planning.

It is suitable for children aged seven and upwards but

main adults will enjoy the challenge il provides.

WORKSHOP: An easy 1.0 use and completely
captivating program. Full of unusual machinery.
By experiment children discover what each of the mach-
ines ran do with simple geometric .shapes. For ages three

or over, Workshop encourages highly creative thinking

and experimentation.

ABC: A writing tool designed for young writers

aged seven and upwards. Il is easily operated and quickly
understood and before tbev realise il children will be
creating and reshaping their words and ideas.

TAI.KB ICKiBoth entertaining and demanding.

and computer literacy. I 01 age- (en and over

All four programs are available for the BBC Mio
computer on either cassette (£9.95) or disc (£11.30).

TalkWk and Workshop arc also available for the Electrt

on cassette (£9.20).

For your local Veornsoft stockist or to order hj

credit card simply ring 0033 703(H) during office hour
Alternatively you can order the programs bv writing 1

Acornsoft, e/o Vector Marketing. London Road.

Wellingborough, Northanls. !W8 2RL, enclosing a

yfCORNSeFT
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ACTION

Until TA ni XV 46 -Allows following game 46 = Gen
nUW Iv rLAY ,o «*i « a™ |e^t

FOREVER...

PART TWO

How to Plav Forever — the

definitive guide to making
(

when playing your favourite
'

Apparently, Atari mac

Lo stop these bugs, it is

i 105). If you XEVIOUS

eighl. Unfortunately, r

st mother -ship. The

The first two flags appear

00 = F.ee

1 01 -Give

05 = Allov

06-40 f

12 = 40 f

14 = C.ec

1 5 - Crefl

I6 = 40f
1 7 = 40 f

18 = 40f
41= Last

42 = Scor

TIGER. TIGER BURNING BRIGHT!

ue» game by BillY'Mid«vay. »0U "** you'™ »™ino '•">'

unlral an antnnl lioei Moth battling The game is nte|"d ova. I '«

h, MfMMt, m iK. Ota with *«".> ana the (by*

anoint. Eouali, anci.ni bi plant' chanoad =ath^

jJJJ'^™™'^

canfmn] »i ini Km n't »»»» "ou[l

»Wn yau gel into n Them's a Ini of

down 10 the a.eaue tftntl a lo< bul

Set ,„V days ol Wo'ld War 1 and W. spo*. lejBTJf

•J**^*'
I

JJ

joysticks, swina a nitE IMUtft Hwh

ab'nu'" .n^ma a baMrttp Horn the london Tha, *«. .eiy keen on IM .ttnmme™ =llil-iil-i^

wit™ .wimnc. Wea.mg m and ow ol a barra". ol 9 .
Lie anO enemy plains. Ihf lwo 1.9«« l««l 1"' "*

pMH martins ponton .1 soon g; you re mJluolUd

j«*-*.. .0— *»— -»* *->« «

J

Ikits. d can easily escape you. nolo ihat other ^^^
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A fantastic fight

the death within you
own bloodstream!

Blood&Guts

Quicksilva Mail Order, P.O. Box 6, Wimborne, Dorset BA21 7

Tel. (0202) 8917'
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119 House casseti

COMMODORE 61 SOFTWARE

A NEW TYPE OF ADVENTURE GAIM
Hampstead is an adventure game for would-be social climbers. Speed of reaction isn't so important. What
matters is your ability to solve complei problems, which get harder the further you proceed in the game.

Hampstead is a quest, but not tor gold. The aim of it is to reach the pinnacle of social status, and acquiring
wealth is only-ore part of the problem. K you wish to go up in the world you also have to gain the admiration st

respect of your fellow men. and there's more to that than a fat bank balance.

In Hampstead it helps to know something about art— or rather

the right clothes, be seen in the right places, live in the right ho
mode of transport.

Questions People Ask About Hampstead:

Q: Is there life after Hampstead?

A: No. Only before and during.

It Why do dustbins have no lids in Hampstead?

A; In order that passers-by may see the week's

completed Guardian crosswords stacked neatly within

type ot adventure game



PICTURE

YOURSBF ON W.

iHI So you're hardly stumped

for choice.

You simply choose your

colours and characters, then

'build up' your picture. Just like

any other artist.M With 'Art Master' you

again get a choice of 121 colour

shades.

^H But this time you can

draw whatever shapes you like,

creating your very own high

resolution masterpiece from a

blank screen.

It is even possible to draw

circles, and store and then

recall a back-up picture -

which is more than you can do

with other graphics programs.

^H Everyone, from the six

We're not the only people

who think 'Art Master' and

Picture Builder' are two quite

exceptional computer graphics

software programs.

i^B Tony and Rolf do, too.

o«™Sb ftCOmmodore
r
^'^ COMPUTER SOFTWARE

graphics

they'd never

have agreed to put their name

to them.

With both 'Art Master'

and 'Picture Builder' you can

create full colour pictures on

your own TV. screen.

And believe us when we

say those pictures will match

the best c

you have ever seen,

MM Anywhere.

^H The pictures are drawn

using either the keyboard or

a joystick, and can be stored

on either tape

or on disk.

With 'Picture Builder' you

are presented with a palette

of 121 colour shades (more

than enough for any budding

Michaelangelol.

^B And a collection of

character sets totalling

over 25D shapes.

year old right up to the 66 year

old, will enjoy 'Art Master' and

Picture Builder.'

IMI Like all of our software,

they have been specifically

designed to get the best out

of Commodore hardware.

That's why you can't

choose better.

I^H Commodore software: it

costs no more, even though

there's more to it.

PICTURE BUILDER ON CBSSHIl ART MASTER UN CASSETTE OR DISK EACH ES.89.



The first ever 7-part arcade adventure serial, each part is an
adventure in its own right. An incredible unexpected event in

the final screen leads to a mystery prize for the winner of the
Firequest Challenge.

f^nS<JF\

IB



Or play safe and choose

somewhere in between.

J 4i ^H At each level

Kvnu're able to play

ler a friend or

:omp liter.

I^M (But be warned, it plays

a pretty mean game does the

Commodore 64).

Ydu can also choose your

team's colours, and those of

the opposing team.

Which is great.

It means you can play for

Chelsea one day, and QPR the

next. Or Celtic, then Rangers.

Imagine that.

i^H Or you can play in your

THEIR FEET

IN YOUR HANDS.

own team's colours against

Liverpool. ..and thrash them.M With International Football

you get all the atmosphere of

uiidl-o cvci uccii accn wiiiuii yuu i;mi

aof Cz.commodore
ley. ^ computer software

^* O.K., so you like to think

you can play football like Pele,

^Well, now's your chance

to prove it.

With the best football

game that's ever been seen

outside of
|

Wembley

i^B Mot only is International

Football startlingly life-like, but

it gives you near perfect control

ver the players.

^H The ball's at their feet, and

their feet are in your hands.

You can kick the ball and

you can dribble it. You can pass

it or even head it.

^B And every time you belt

I INTEDNMI0NA1 FOOTBALL CARTHIQGE 114

the ball into the net. the crowd

cheers madly.

i^M How often you score

depends on how good you are.

It also depends on the level at

which you choose to play.

Altogether

there are seven

levels. From good

well, good professional.

I^B You can choose t

easiest level of play, so long

you don't expect a walk-o'

i^Hi Or, if you fancy seeing

what it's like to play

a Cup Final, then you car

always choose the most

difficult level.

a Cup Final spectacular in your

own front room.

The game is a real test of

skill, dexterity and speed, and

guaranteed to very quickly drive

you football crazy.H Like all of our software,

International Football has been

designed to make the very most

of our hardware.

i^H Commodore software. It

costs no more, even though

there's more to it.



Commodore classic now available

for all ATARI machines

Attack of the*
Mutant Camels

LUS THE USUAL AWESOME COMMODORE RANGE
1 SOUYIMK. 19 MOUNT PLESSAST. TAD1EY. K1KTS. EHGLUD
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CHALLENGING SOFTWARE

^H^~

dHj PP^ rri^W ^|n^#&¥H
,/ BL^I ^y^n^^M^IJBV

BRgtfr^irfl|K5rrl<y.^B

W "0TBSPb^lJI

Jjp^» 'Al
J A character you can i-eoV/ycontrol, reacting realistically ^^^^%^^^^5| f5V^#
J to every twist of the joystick, os he jinks ond leaps in and out ,5SH^*^5^^^\*V^5*^^

OuanWv , ^ ^fc^F*^^
PlfoieiendmeP*: rt^-rior[Cornmodoreo4£9.95)

From Ihe authors ol PiylTOn (Commodore 64 £7 95)

Order Hottine 0858 34567. Total

EnquiriesOI-8373899. Price
E

1 nndose o PrBlol Order/Cheque payable lo Beyond, or charge my credit card

A«ess/Vrso (Delete os necessary)

£4Please rush me details of

Beyond Competition House, Fcmdor, Road, Market Harborouah, J
Leicestershire LE 19 9NR ^ "•^ ^=IJi



YOUMARVELLEDAT BEACH-HEAD-
MOWACCESS PRESENT THEIRLATESTMASTERPIECE:

TT

/, Isal .'
(

i
''

[ The mostbreathtaking
S4";i;»

***
3-D graphicsyetseenon

,™iiffitf*.
theCommodore64!

HE
3-D graphicsyetseenon
theCommodore64!

Grippingarcade action

As squadron leader, you m
commandos on a virtual sl"

' Ovist la

proceed into the city of Moscow. Armed wi
I weapons you can carry, you must seek and destroy th

|
Soviet defence tostop the attack! Topmulti-

CA8SETTB*SP **w*

^m-im

***.

U.S. Gold Is slocked by all leading

computer stores Including:

BOOTS WH SMITH JOHN MENZIES
WILDINGS WOOLWOHTH
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US.GOLD
Al AmericanSrfWkxre

The premier publishers of

American Computer Software otter

"Fantastic Opportunities" tor

Assembly Language
Z-80 Programmers
Translation coding trom Commodore 64

to ZX Spectrum
First class work will be highly rewarded

with guaranteed payments.
Programming includes

Arcade Games, Simulations Adventure,
Strategy and War Games.

Write or phone now to

Software Development Department,
U.S.G, 6 Central Street, Manchester M2.

or phone 061 832-6633

But hurry! Limited contracts left for this year.

Completed programs lor Spectrum also considered

••••••••••••••*

CHRISTMAS SOFTWARE
AT LOW LOW PRICES.

sfHIIiii^
1:1

i

12.35

SiSSSJKSssr-

lllliN^
"

.
'. .' :...'. ;.:

rmFt

i

3ETSETWALIY?
Well perhaps not, but the titles on offer fro

some games hire schemes do leave a lot K
desired. Joining the wrong library can meat
with your cash only to find that the top gan
are not available.

That can't happen with the Matrix Club.

lists and compare our terms before you decide

join. We believe you'll find that Matrix has the

finest games selection, and offers the best deal

in games hire Post the coupon below with no

obligation, a

L.E.T. Top Fifty always stocked.

Simplesystem.nodeposits, \cOfc!^t''u,'^

Excellent hire n

iiiiiiiiii ill

MATRIX
SOFTWARE CLUI
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'/Levi THEN 'GO

THEN
1000

"tE -1 LET bti *Mi -
J 5 US 5S00

it :
PAPER 3. ink
e t) t("C" HMD

5000
''"HEN GO Sue 730

OP I T !cX2 + .S)bX

i_"-i£ PRINT P.T £ . S
NO";. AT 3,5; ;

'N

Listen schmuck, da Boss is not too happy wiff the way you

double dealing him recently You made a big mistake when ya triet

to muscle in on his operation. You gotta learn that no one treads

on big Dino Raviolli's toes

So da boys is organizing a little party for ya down at da railway

yard. We've picked up ya girl but unfortunately she didn't like da

idea of a party so we has to tie her to the track to keep her stil

Da Detroit Express is due fairly soon, so I'd get your ass down tc

da railway track, unless of course, you want ya girl to look like oni

of my Mamma's pizzas.
'"' My boys have picked up a few fings from

' "; mixing your present, ready for when ya

Don't no nofing clever like phoning da cc

they is scared of Big Dino.

^<
!
tk^^&*^"s^'M^^



[4591 IF a
I.TMEN LET J = „

PAPER 6

AMD y =:;, q.., : . ,., : ,.,.'™ AT i.3

PRINT AT 2,5
'

; AT

3=94 AND d 3 r,-,=l THEN i

|,^,^T0*™N
I&000 REM Move

i
IS™1" -

BEE

Car

= "-i. LET =y 2 =Cy*,
5030 IP CSJ1<S THEN LET ^ 1 = c

,. i+

-

*g*° IF cm<h THEN LET cxa.eaa-
i£50 iF_cyi=0 TNEfJ LET £yl=30 ;

c

L
THEN let Cy2>B: L

. SRIC-HT 1
:

INK

- : .:

,

BETUP'j

' ~AT

=HTTP

|
qi<:s and int ; c ^ £+U t-00 ^«*+.
" 9 mD «!« THEN GO
'S AND INT ,

=^"I- = E5P

LET

15615 INK nf~t
';'""

*520 IF fljTp ,v /|d=3: so to saeS
'

"

£.;3i3 -ETURN

NEXT
J =- THEN

lllff f|Ef

=

J»J|

issss &*£$?« to 6868

PP.L
;™te

St-1:1, ."s
- =2~: t;P^NT fiT

;=21 THEM LET

I

>> .4 THEN RETURN
AT x ,'Ji PnPtH 3;

P0=INT i.PND*5s -I

l li ytftiu
?0i0 RETURN
7500 REM Ho<
7505 IF AND
'El? -RINT hi a , 3J T-n. .

t7"B". LET pc=INT (RND;
7*20 INK S. OUER 1: FOR >.

=u iu ±

y.}s"" AND F=0 THEN l£T ad=S; GO

TFsi^BEEP .005,60: NEXT F: OUER
0' INK 0: RETURN , ,

,

7300 LET d=C*td PRI"T AT 0,d-l,
INK 2; PfiPER 6,aS.;AT l,d-l, L-Jr

7301 IF d=29 AND rCt-1 THEM LET
ad =7: GO TO 9000
7302 IF ret=I THEN )-: = URN

_

7305 IF d=2 THEN LET td=l LET =

*-i'.. T "

IF d-3 AND d3S =0 THEN LET a

GO TO 9000
R=TURN

:-r,-:,: rem Beaded
INVERSE 0: C-u TO 90004 3d*5C

Ut 1PRINT "Fine It

:iS = '"L=rider .'aiv\ " sh '
J-

ANC
ids .

" and'' d

4 -.-HRS 3 + "eu*.

L-0 Tii 9530

RRINT "Oh. de

... GO TO 9580
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Seeing Is
See the pack- see the screen- see the game.

See the difference the moment you pick up one
of the games from Firebird's new Silver Range.

The difference is that our packs show the high
quality you'll see on the screen when you play,

so you know exactly what you're buying.

Here's a sneak look at three of the NEW games

MR. FREEZE

challenge. Armed with a (lame Ih rower
he has to determine a route through

compartments. This involves jumping
over ice cubes and gaps between the
shelves, and avoiding flying food,
lasers and guardian robots, \bu'll

need all yourcunning. timing and skill

to prevent Mr Freeze from being
turned Into ice. B-R-R-RII!

VIKINGRAIDERS
THRILL to the Vikings' exploits In this

highly original war game. SAIL the
Fjord in search ol treasure and
adventure. LEAD your armies in raids

on enemy castles. CURSE at the
uncontrollable antics ot drunken
Norsemen MAY ODIN PROTECT YOU!
Fori, 2, 3 or 4 players (any
combination of human and/or
computer controlled Viking armies).

DUCK!
Farmer TubOy is out to

ducks, and maybe a si

dinner. Histrustyi
'

hazards and surprises he
Can you heip him? This is

funniest duck-shoot of the

sense of humour is esseni

Look out for these games in the FIREBIRD silver range at selected high street stores.
BOOTY MR FREEZE TEHRAFORCE VIKINGRAIDERS MENACE EXODUS RUN BABY RUN

COMMODOflE 64: BOOTY MR FREEZE EXOC
VIC 2a. SNAKE BrTE MICKEY THE BRICKY
BBCMICnOB:BIRDSTR]KE GOLD DIGGER A 3 DROPS DUCK!



believing
The same high standard applies to all twenty

games in the range and all are available at the

remarkably low price of

£2.50

(IT Tn

rUf^EBrf^GJ
SOFTWARE

The new range from British Telecom. Vl^ You'd better believe it!!!

FIREBIRD SOFTWARE. WELLINGTON HOUSE. UPPER ST MARTIN'S LANE. LONDON WC2H 9DL TEL: 01-379 6755/5626

Firebird and the Firebird logo are trademarks of British Telecommunications pic.
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PRINT

SUE
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:-i!;
=. n -, s -

un w te tai ts whe n iii?J are =
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. rn

9500
e house just shot

-.-,-,

jr.^ll
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.:
:. GO SUE 3600 PRINT "PHI

=1 TO 3: FOR f=i TO
= 1 TO 10' BEEP . iZiQ^ -0
;. .14 NEXT n

"

. .
PAUSE

"-

9520 FOP. "

NEXT j
i d+2 5TEI

PRINT INK
l,f,"U": BEEP
;
PAPER 6 i

hT
30 PRINT INK

.3,15';

INK

RRER 5. fl

PINT INK
. .

NEXT "

1; PAPER 6,PT
FLR5H i; PflPE

354-0 'for'' ? -1 TO £0: NEXT f:

R 0- INK 7: BORDER B: Cl-S

S550 PRINT "UeLL done j-^
6
,,?'

936B RESTORE 9570 .: FOR f«ll
READ a., b: BEEP 5-3, b: NEXT
2570 DfiTH 3,e,lj2,li*>»'5i B
13,1,9,2,11,2,12
9530 PRINT --"Another go i

"iF INKEYS^'y" OR INKEY
N GO TO 30
IF~INKEYS = "tv JR I'^.Ev

> sril-^- S: in- : :--z
r--_-

!R 2: CLS ; IF iS=l THEN
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find your_MS
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Pretty soon you won't be able lo

tell the difference between

watching your favourite TV series

and playing computer games.

Just about every software

company In the country seems to

be working en games based on TV
programmes. One of the disturbing

things about this rasb of telly-

games Is that they all seem to be
based on American TV shows.
There's Dallas, Automan, The Fall

Guy, M.A.S.H., Dukes of Hazard,

end countless others.

How don't get me wrong, I'm

lust as big a Dallas bore as the

next man and I've got no Intention

et putting down American TV just

because they were nasty to Zola

Budd. But what I do want to know
Is what's wrong with our own
programmes. After all, everyone

agrees we have the best TV In the

world - so why not give seme ol

them the computer game
treatment?

British TV companies are only

slowly waking up to the

possibilities offered by taming

seme ol their most popular

programmes Into computer games.
I'm sure Hilda Ogdeo would look

marvellous In pixels, Russell Brant

could star (sorryl) In his own
astrology game and just think

what you could do with Cross-

roads. Suggestions en a postcard

please to C&VG, Crossroads

Competition, Priory Court. 30-32
Tarrlngdon lane, London ECI.

There's a "The Champ" tee-shirt

lor the best printable suggestion.

Whilst pondering how happy you
would be II you woo a C&VG tee-

shirt, you might Hnd It uselul to

know what the other games ere

going to be about It's not just

felly games that are being

converted either. It's books and
films, too. The battle for licences

Is onl Eugene Lecey has been
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computer game from Arthur Daley?
Plenty of people, say DK's Hogei
Barnard "We have the rights lo al!

Thames programmes and will be
studying them closely to decide
vhich will *

programmes are so wet
have such wide appeal.
So what about that Corona lion

Sueet game? We spoke to Granada
Television who were quite adamant

s the enemy — Sila

packed episode fea

Roland the Rat

'.%-;:: a

the Street but at the moment we have
to say no — the position may change
in two years time when we open the
Street up to the public".

stations. Biggest scoop of all may well
be DK'Tronics* deal with Thames
Television to enable them to produce

"If the right deal came along wi

would be interested."

When I phoned Channel 4 to fini

out about the possibility of ;

BrooJcsjde game, 1 was told; "If you
wanted to make some money,
could suggest it to the program

telly games the

The thinking seems to be that there

are too many games being launched,
it is difficult to make a game that will

iby
: this year.

Roland's game will appear in time
foi Christmas and is described as an
arcade style Adventure game. It will

be the first of a series of games
stairing the famous rodent.
Suitable TV programmes are being

snapped up fairly swiftly — though
there are a surprising number of titles

still looking for homes. Anglia TV,
who are famous for quiz shows like

Safe of the Century and Gambit, say:

only licensed games to go on s

there are book games liki

Hobbit. Pen In the Dark and £"]

Vikingand the Marvel comics i

based on the Hulk, and Spider

ve already found oi

'hen Atari bought the
rights to E. T. and Raiders of (iie Lost

Ark from Stephen Spielberg fc

estimated $30 million, the ga
E.T. in particular, fell way b
expected sales levels.

This failure has not discouraged
Atari from producing film-games.

They plan to launch Gremlins -

another Spielberg movie about som.

comparui

Thorn EMI also drew a blank with

their Computer War Game — base
on the successful film — War Game
Not all the film games hav

flopped, though. Parker Brother
Star Warsseries for the Atari VCS and
soon to be on the Spectrum is thought
to have sold well, as has Mattel's Tron

The trade i;

n is Yaffe

newspaper

Horrible and The Perishers.

literally millions ofpeople all over the

world and would convert nicely to

computer games" said a spokes-

WTVSBSGg.. .

.
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MILES BETTER
SOFTWARE

221 CANNOCK ROAD, CHADSMOOR.
CANNOCK, STAFFS, WS11 2DD.

TEL: (05435) 3577

m

SOFTWARE PROJECTS LIMITED

NEEDS YOU
Would you like to see your games on the
shelves next to programs like 'Manic Miner'
and 'Jet Set Willy'?

If you have written software for any of the
popular micros and can meet the quality of
our other products, we pay the highest
outright payment or royalties for your
efforts. You choose.

The address to send your programs to is:

Christine

SOFTUIRRC PROJECTS
Bear Brand Complex,
Allerton Road, Woolton,
Liverpool L25 7SF.

r Tel: 051 -428 9393



IN^i/IDEOLAND

\GIC!
Join Alice in her journey through Videoland - an enchanted place populated by strange creatures such as Dread-and-
butterflies and pipe smoking caterpillars, where little girls change size and flamingos turn into croquet malletsf

Alice in Videoland isa revolutions ry new concept in entertainment for the Commodore 64.incorporating some of the finest

graphics ever seen on any home computer, accompanied bya charming musical score There are four different game scenes
Involved, and your performance in earlier ones will affect your ability to get through later ones and determineyour eventual

e falls Into the rjScene One - Stunning title page graphics give way to the first game scene as i

points for collecting the objects to Be found there - including keys to open doors, b
her biggerl

Scene Two -Out in the garden the Cheshire cat looks onas Alice meets the pipe-smoking caterpillar Help her to catch the

bread-and-butterflies and the rocking-horse flies that change into the balls used In the croquet game in the last scenel

Scene Three - Alice Is a pawn in the chess game where her opponents are the Jabberwocky and Tweedledum and
Tweedledee Help her across the board by protecting her with your White Knlghtsl

Scene Four -The most bizarre croquet game e^rl Help Alice hit the balls through the playing<ard-so Idler hoops before

the Queen of Hearts stomps on theml

Alice In Videoland is available for the Commodore 64 on disk - E12.95. and now on cassette - £8.95

Alice in Videoland features graphics created with the Koala Pad.

rAudiogenic
P.O. BOX 88. READING, E SEND FOR FHEC COLOUR CATALOGUE!
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OUR SPECTRUM

Outperforms anySpectrum interface

* CompatJWeMthKBmpston,Protekaridlntertace2protocols.

* Vtorks with latest Quickshot H rapid-fire joysticks and trackbaJs.

* Choice ot Rom cartridge, tape cassette or Microdrive software.

* Wbrie with virtually aN toysfick-compalible software.

* Instant program loading with cartridge software.

* Built-in power safety device -unique to Ram Turbo.

* Full ore year guarantee.

Group home computer centres and an good computershops everywhere

Or sirnply complete tte coupon below and send it to us today.

Ram Electromcs (Feet) Ltd, Dept CVG. 106 Fleet Road, Fleet,

Hampshire GU138PA
Or call our credit card hot line or 02514 25252. .

is Immediateavailability-orderswillbe

despatched within 24 hours upon receipt

of postal orders or credit card details

(cheques -seven days).

So don't wait around. It's available

from Boots, Menzies. Greens, Spectrum €

Spectrum Turbo Interface^] at £22.95
+ f 1.00 p+o(owrsaasonters £3.00 p+p).

Quickshot II Joystick) at £9.95

3

TURBO

i

Trade and export enquiries welcome.
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the onlychoice

EASIVAT le Budget
—»- --—-—' ten rtiwnmti tAblVAl Home Budget

i4n outstandingselection from Kuma 's rapidlyexpandingrange
ofEntertainment and Application Software for the Amstrad
CPC464 Micro-computer.
Book HHBIMMBHBiBHB
•

.

The Amstrad CPC 464 Explored %X£X?^£?Z!Z;!£hM 1This superb book is designed to lei everv CPC464 user at I
"™",°""™- p«BB»oUrn.. B.*, nos 7JW.

introductory section on the special Basic features, the
book looks in depth al the excellent sound and graphi.
tM met including: # /Ininiatfon • KWoivs
•C/iaracfer sets • Multitasking • 5 l/ /ce 7jmes - _• M/C routines for Basic • Use ofZen 0UseofO/S I• sample programs
A™«.blef,omyou,„e,,e.1Am,mdCPC464Stocki,l. U _F

£*S"S*™'".^J^ J



NEW MICRO GUIDE
PARTI

Thinking of buying a micro for

Christmas? Or have you been
promised one?
So many new computers

have been launched this year
(hat we decided to ask Bug
Hunter to delve Into them and

What makes a good micro?
Is It the machine itselt or the
soilware which comes with
it? What do those strange
technical words mean that

you find in some brochures?
In a break from presenting

his normal wallchart, Bug
Hunter presents the first half

of an In-depth look at 19S4's
new micro launches.
The wallchart will be back

in February.

The best thing about the mit
industry is that every company
always trying to bring out what th

believe is the
"

Basic, some include built-in printers

or cassette recorders. Some offer

superb resolution graphics and vast

The problem with ail this is that if

learn a new version of Basic. And all

that software which you've bought
over the years won't load into your

The way round this is to design a
standard for a computer and let all

the manufacturers make their own
micros which all conform to this

standard. This is MSX.
M5X stands for Microsoft Extended

Basic which is the language used by
each machine. The idea is that any
hardware or software written for an
MSX machine will run on any other.

So any cassettes or cartridges will be
interchangeable.

Manufacturers will be free to add
special features if they

The other similarity to the Beeb is

the sound generator. There are three

play chords. There's also

voice for percussion and noise

A cassette interface is fitted, but a

disc interface will cost extra.

Joysticks are standard Atari types.

Other extras ate a circuit card to

produce an BO column display. An
KS232 interface will also be made, as

will disc and printer interfaces.

The first MSX micro to hit Britain is

the Spectravideo, but the rest are

from Japan. The first batch will

include Sony. Canon, Hitachi, JVC,
Mitsubishi. Sanyo. Teleton and
Toshiba.

Toshiba's entry in the MSX race is

known as the HX-10. This has a full

64k of RAM and will sell for £279.95.

standard, although the Enterprise 1!

keyboard looks more like an ink stain

square, either. At the front of this odd
shape is a small joystick, although

there are two connectors on the back
for some normal sticks.

There are two special chips which
have been designed just for the

Enterprise. Instead of calling them by

known as Nick and Dave! Nick takes

care of the video side which leaves

Dave free to manage the sound. The
brochure says that the Enterprise is

the first micro to have stereo sound,

which may have been true last year

machine as opposed to any other. But
the minimum standard is this.

The CPU is a Z80 with 322k ofROM
holding the MSX system and the
special Basic language. Each

RAM though m

Graphics resolution is 296 - 192.

which is the same as the Spectrum.
Text is 40 characters and 24 lines

There's been a lot of I

launched since last Christmas, when
we gave you the definitive guide to

the best micros for gaming.
One of the most interesting (acts is

that the Elan, announced just before

our last guide was printed, is still not

yet widely available.

Back in the days when it was called

the Elan, the claims were impressive.

But the model on show at the 19S3

PCW show was only a case and a

keyboard — the amazing graphics
displays were being done by a much
larger computer connected to the TV
which everyone thought was linked

to the Elan.

Renamed the Enterprise, the

machine isn't as unique as when it

was first announced.
The machine is based round a ZHO

chip — the same as the Spectrum and
the Amstrad. It has 64k memory as

ixt display is 50

is 84 characters but this

will be unreadable on a

normal television.

Graphics resolution goes up to 672
x 512 pixels which really is high.

Let's hope that software will be
produced which can exploit these

characteristics.

If you like writing your own
programs, the Enterprise has a good
Basic with lots of useful structured

programming commands.
But if you'd rather use it for more

serious purposes, there's also a built-

in word processor.
You can choose from a set of 256

colours and you can even have every



useful as a piano without any sheet
music. You either have to write your
own or do without. There's very little

software around for the Enterprise at

present, but this may change as the
software companies start to write for

The only software mentioned in the
Enterprise's advertising at the
moment is a Tanan-like game called
Jungle Jim and a shoot-up called
Space Convoy.
The machine is very expandable.

There's parallel, serial and network
interfaces built in, which means that
you can link up to disc drives,
printers and modems as they are
announced. The machine includes a
ROM cartridge connector.

AMSTVAD
If you buy a micro, then you'll usually
need a spare TV and cassette
recorder to use with it. It "a not easy
trying to interrupt the family's weekly
dose of Juliet Bravo by pleading that

you need the TV to play Electro
Freddy*.

One way of keeping the peace is to

buy the Amstrad micro. For £229 you

Toshiba's MSX h.

self.

order as well a the

:olours on screen at once, but only
10 characters per line.

Graphics resolution ranges from
"""

; 640 in
. In t

For another £100, you can get the
colour model which features the
same micro but with a colour

If you have iust the green screen
and want to take advantage of the
colour display which the micro can
produce, a separate modulator is

available for around £40 which lets

you plug your Amstrad into a normal
colour TV. The reason why this part is

so expensive is that the power supply
for the computer comes from the
monitor. So, if you're not going to use
an Amstrad monitor you'll need a
power supply combined with the
modulator which is what you get.
The Amstrad CPC464 is Z80 based

and has 64k of RAM. It features a
good quality keyboard and the Basic
has a choice of 27 colours.

There are three different screen
modes. When you turn on the
machine it's set to mode one which
gives the same text display as the
Commodore machines — that's 25
lines of 40 characters. Mode gives
just 30 characters on each line while
mode two gives BO, as used for word
processors. If you're using the TV
modulator, though, you probably
won't be able to read an 80 column
display very well.

From the choice of 27 colours, the
number you can have on screen at a
time depends on which screen mode
you're using. Having more characters
on the screen means that more of the
micro's memory is used up and you
won't be able to have as many
colours. Ifyou'd rather use that area
of memory to hold colours instead of

94

gives 200 x 320.

The Amstrad has the same sound
chip as the BBC micro and is capable
of some good sound effects. There's
a volume control on the side of the
machine which is useful. A connector
on the back allows you to play the
sound, in stereo, through a hi E.

Disc drives and printers are now
available. A 3" disc drive complete
with CP/M software to control it will

add only £149 to the cost of the micro.
The DMP-1 is a dot matrix printer.

Also available is the custom Amstrad
joystick. The machine only has one
joystick connector. If you want to use
two, then the second one plugs into
the first. To manage this clever feat,

you'll need an official Amstrad
joystick with a built in connector. But
for a single controller, like most

Atari/Commodore stick will do.
Software is already being

produced for the Amstrad and some
of it really is good.
Most large software houses are

rewriting versions of their top games
for the micro and some new classics
will certainly be launched for the
Christmas market.

The OL is the only home micro

face fitted which means that you can't
store programs on cassette. Instead,
the machine makes full use of
Sinclair's new microdrives. The OL
has two drives built in.

The high resolution graphics dis-

play means that 32k is used jusi to

store the contents of the screen,
leaving 96k available fc: ptoyMtrm-
ing. A microdrive cartridgi- wil: sicrc

around 100k so, if you have a long
program and lots of data, you'll only
be able to fit one copy of it on a
cartridge.

The QL uses yet another new
Sinclair version of Basic, this time
named SuperBasic.

There are lots of commands and
programming is quite easy even if the

machine doesn't run as fast as it

should.

You can program the OL in

machine code and there are a few
books to show you how. But be
warned that machine code in general
is not easy and 68003 machine code is

probably not the best place to start.

There aren't many games around
yet for this machine, mainly because
Sinclair kept redesigning the ROM
and the software houses dared not

When it's finished, the Sinclair OL
will be one of the best micros around.
Its heart is the new 6B0D8 CPU and it's

the first machine to use it.

For £399 you get the micro itself

which has a whopping 128k of RAM
and 48k of ROM, most of which sticks
out the back if you have an early
version of the machine.

release any
wouldn't work with

All that I've seen s,

program with some mar
graphics, and a couple ofAdvi
from Talent Computer Systei

sure that much more will

though.

QLs!

Turn the page to

crack the code of
computerspeak.
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COMMODORE 64 ATARI 4D0I800IXL 1 SPECTRUM

ATARI AND COMMODORE
PRDGRAMMERS

ZOOMSOFT
4E HUNTSWORTH MEWS, LONDON NW1 SDR

KERNOW SOFTWARE SERVICES LTD

NOW
BRITAIN'S LEADING SOFTWARE LIBRARY WITH THE
NATIONWIDE SERVICE THROUGHOUT THE U.K. IS OFFERING
YOU THE CHANCE OF LIFE MEMBERSHIP FOR ONLY £5.

(inTp&pTi-^M undereia™ ,-, ll'ho re

KERNOW SOFTWARE LIBRARY
(DEPT CVG)

SOMERSET PLACE, STOKE
PLYMOUTH, DEVON PL3 4BB



If you re looking (or a micro, than you probably have a whole heap
of brochures which you've picked up at various shows and
computer stores.

In among all those bold advertising claims and clever
headlines, you'll usually find a panel of technical specifications.
The brochure may say that it's only worth reading if you're an
experienced user and you know all the right terms. Don't you
believe them.
Those few paragraphs will tell you more about the machine

than the rest of the glossy brochure, so don't be put off by all

those clever sounding words. This, In plain English, is what they

COMING
NEXT MONTH. .

i to knowEverything you wants
about Commodore's
micros, the 16 and (he Plus 4.

All this and how to (ind your

3

Sound effects during games can only be as good as the machin
is capable of producing.
Some micros have more than one voice which means thf

they can make more than one sound at the same time. This i

just like the difference between a trumpet and a piano. Th
number of different notes which can be made is often measure
in octaves. One octave is eight notes.
Resolution means splitting something into its separate p;
Text resolution is how many letters of numbers you

e line on the s
Some micros have different screen modes which n

you can have a choice ot 20, 40, 64 or 80 characters per line.
The higher the resolution, Ihe more characters and the

smaller they are which makes them harder to read unless you
have a good monitor of an exceptional TV. But word processing
programs will need at least 80 characters to give a realistic

You hear a lot about hires at the moment. This is short for high
resolution graphics and refers to the number of dots over which
you can have individual control.
On some micros the graphics resolution is 672 < 512 which

means that there is a total of 344064 dots on the screen which
go to make up Ihe display.

The higher the resolution, the better the graphics you can
produce. But the machine needs somewhere to store all those
dots so that it knows which are set to black and which are set to
white. This will take up various amounts of the micro's memory.
Your computer needs somewhere to store your program as you
type It in.

You've probably noticed that, if you turn off the computer, the
program you were typing in will have disappeared when you turn
the machine back on.

This is because your program is held in RAM. This stands for
Random Access Memory and it's where ail the program and its

variables are stored.
Each time you add a new line

changing the contents of the RAM s
with this constant changing.
When you turn on a micro, you get a message on the screen

and you are now ready to program in Basic. But surely that
message can't be held in RAM otherwise it would be lost each
time you turn oft the machine? And how does the computer
know how to run the Basic language for you to write your
programs?

There's obviously another type of memory which stays the
same even if you turn off your computer. This is called ROM and
stands for Read Only Memory. This means that you can read it

(see what's inside) but you can't write to it (alter It). Its contents
are fixed into a chip when the computer is built and they cannot
be altered.
Expanding your micro means adding disc drives, printers,
modems, extra memory and the like. Some computers will have
sockets which you can plug a disc drive or printer straight into.
Some will need expensive interfaces to convert the computer so
that it can cope with the new device.
This is the language in which most home micros are
programmed.

You'll get a manual with your machine which explains a little

about the features of that particular version of Basic.
You can also program in machine code which, although

harder to write, will produce programs with a more professional
appearance.



UnlockYourImagination

for COMMODORE 64
and 48K SPECTRUM

THIS REMARKABLE PRODUCT will revolutionise programming
the CommodoreM and 48K Spectrum. By using the simple pi;

English commands you can now write and publish your own games
to compete with the professionals. Powerful yet easy to use SCOPE
will benefit beginner and competent programmer. You will handle
all aspects of Graphics. Sprites, Colour, Sound, Music* & Animation.
All in original super-fast machine code. Demand Scope from your
dealer today. Tell him its available through Terry Blood, PCS.,
CentreSoft or Tiger. Or fill in the coupon and post it to:

CodeWriter Ltd., CodeWriter House, PO Box 33,

y\ Basingstoke RG24 0UG. *MuKnt>i»a,ia<.iP*<th5pRt.wnV&—
"L * Programmers Hot-Line Phone.

Available from selected branches of Boots,
W H Smith and John Menzies. /'

4*<-



FEATURES

4 "SOUND" VOICES +

MAX 256 COLOURS
ON SCREEN AT ONE TIME

I ii *

DIAGNOSTIC "SELF TEST" $

CASSETTE "SOUNDTRACK"
CAPABILITIES +

64K RAM < *

PROGRAMMABLE
JOY STICK PORTS

$ !-

SPRITES * <

CARTRIDGE SLOT * *

MONITOR SOCKET + + +

BUILT-IN "BASIC" / Mi + + * +

COMMUNICATIONS
CAPABILITIES if * * * <

REAL KEYBOARD / / + -J- $ *

-^^BSHffiTA S .'-.:W SINCLAIR

JSSJ^yiMp^
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:«»'f ;^iMFR P ECTRUM PLUS
ACORN

ELECTRON
COMMODORE

64

ATARI

800XL
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AT £169, LOOK
HOWTHE ATARI

800XL COCKS A
SNOOK AT THE
COMPETITION.

AT LAST, 5ERI0US HOME COMPUTERS ARE UP AGAINST SERIOUS COMPETITION. THE ATARI 800XL
OFFERS EVERYTHING COMPETITORS IN OUR PRICE RANGE OFFER. AND, AS YOU CAN SEE ON THE

LEFT, A GREAT DEAL MORE. PLUS SOFTWARE PRICES THAT START AT LESS THAN £10.

AATARI8DDXL



THE LAST
STARFIGHTER

Greetings aarlhlmgsn have travelled tar ecross the universe to bring you the story of The
Lbs, Si.rfmMer- the only member at yaur r.ca to join the elite aquedron of space aces
from the planet Hylos. We of Ihe planet Rylos thought ,ou should know ol hi, triumph
1 hat [s why I have braved the dangers of space to bring Vou this report and videogram

which tells the tale of The Last Starfighter

THE GRAPHICS
IMe magic of

Starfightei squadron and his co-pilot Giig,

IS ol Airii. modelo!

fealiirci orapl nr:s produced by

isles - Iho people who also

.
ices In Walt Olioey's Tia/i

SHrffeWwciflsd o« Digital Productions lo produce
. ii-di.iii Nib itunning Gun Sia:

amailng massed starahlpi ol the KoDui



Imagine. One minute you
playing your favourite video g;
— the next you find yourself kri

out in space gear flying off to
battle with a bunch of evil sn Wng

Neat eh? It must be every vidiots

ultimate fantasy. To actually find

yourself in control of a hi-tech space
tighter in the thick of an alien battle

fleet. The lone survivor fighting for

the future of the universe against
enormous odds — and still getting

That dream has been brought to

life in the latest science-fantasy

called The Last StaiBghler.

As well as being great entertain-

ment Starfighter features some of
the most stunning "state of the art"

computer animation sequences yet
seen on film. But more of that later —
first on with the plot.

Alex Rogan is a young American
with big ideas. He wants to escape
his home and family, who live in a
small trailer-park somewhere in die
middle-of-nowhere, USA, and DO
something with his life!

At the start of the film escape is

the main thing on Alex's mind —
that and his attractive girlfriend

Maggie.

Things get tough for Alex v
"

r dem
round the trailer

park instead of going off on a picnic
with Maggie and a bunch of friends.
Alex suffers another disappoint-
ment when the local bank says he
can't have the loan which would
have taken him away to college.
So, after he's finished his chores,

Alex seeks a bit of enjoyment by
playing the park's Starfighter video
machine. And, as in all good fairy-

scored on the machine. All the

residents of the park gather round
to watch him beat the machine and
cheer him on. Just like C&VG's
arcade championships really!

Alex cheers up a bit after this —
only to hear Maggie
doesn't think she'll be able to leave

the park with him if and when he
goes. Oh, well, that's life, I guess.

Later that night Alex is prowling
around the park when a very
strange car pulls up at the entrance

himself as Centauri, the inventor of
the Starfighter machine — and he's

the record on his machine. Surprise,

surprise!

Disobeying all those warnings
about getting into futuristic looking

rx Rogan, the hero of the film.

tales, he bi

Ale>
mph!

little

transforn

when the car suddenly
itself into a flying

i blasts off through the

atmosphere — leaving the trailer

park and Earth far behind. Well, he
wanted to escape didn't he?
Soon Alex finds himself on the

planet Rylos. where he finds ot

hista

gtheBed him for a place ai

ite Starfighter squadron — w
at very moment are about to set off

" mission against the

e fleet poised to

huge
it Rylos.

3 where Alex si

have second thoughts. And some-
what ungratefully decides he wants
to go home. Centauri isn't pleased.

But as Earth isn't yet part of the Star

League, the video-inventor is per-

suaded to take Alex back.

Meanwhile . . . back at the trailer

park. Centauri has arranged for a

nice Beta unit — better known to

earthlings as an android — to

replace Alex. He looks the si

h-beini

a behave
a lot o:

trouble with Maggie when si

becoming affectionate one night

under the stars. Stupid robot!

Meanwhile . . . back on Rylos.

The evil Zandozans, led by Xur, a

refugee from the Dr Who special

effects department, have mounted
an attack on the Starfighter base —
wiping out all the top space aces in

one blow! Alex is the only one left.

And the Zandozans want his blood.

An evil smelling "hit-beast" is

sent to earth to get Alex — who has

just returned to find that he has

been replaced by a Beta unit. The
"hit-beast" attacks and Centauri is

wounded. All this persuades earth-

Alex that he should get back up
there and blast a few of these

horrible creatures, leaving android-

Alex to look after Maggie.

Rylos before moving on to another
dimension, and Alex is left in the

care of a lizard-like alien called

Grig. Together they take one of the

last Gun Stars, a sophisticated

space fighter, and set off to stop the

i always v

battfe against incredible odds,"
says Grig enthusiastically as they

streak toward the Ko-Dan armada.
He gets his wish — and we get a

The Last Starfighter is an enter-

taining and highly amusing film,

packed with great special effects. It

opens in London on December 12th

— and goes on general release

afterwards. Don't miss it!
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Herbie Briggs has
justdestroyed the myth
that all floppydiscs are

created equal.

thcs
equal. Until

j

That's where equality ends.

Most companies seal their discs with a

spot here, a spot there. Leaving most of
each seam not sealed at all.

Sooner or later, the seams might do what
conies naturally: they bulge. Warp. Pucker.

Op™ up.

Pens, pencils, fingernails—even a four-

year-olds, like Herbie—can eateh and snag
in those wide open spaces.

That's sloppy. And dangerous. Because
if you put a sloppy floppy into your disc

drive, it can jam your drive. Ruin your drive

head. Lose your data.

So much for their seams. Ours are

different.

floppy stiffcr. Stronger. And your data safer.

To resist bulging, warping, puckering,

or opening up.

MFMOREX SOLID-SEAM BONDING:

es a process we develi
_

:alled Solid-Seam Bonding.
Solid-Seam Bonding seals shut every inch

ifeven' seam ofeven' Mcmorex-floppv disc,

right as a drum. That makes the Mcmorex

To resist all the things that can jam
your drive, ruin your drive head, or lose

your data.

Which proves that a Mcmorex floppy

disc isn't equal to all the others. It's better,

Solid-Seam Bonding is just one example

of the extra care that goes into every

Mcmorex floppy disc. Be it 8" $W or the

new y/2" Extra care that lets us guarantee

even' Mcmorex disc to be 100% error-free.

The next time you're buying a floppy

disc—ora few hundred of them—just

remember this:

It's always heller to be safe than sloppy.

For more information on the full line of

Mcmorex quality computer media
products, including computer
tape, call Memore x U.K. Ltd..

96-104 Church Street.

Staines. Middlesex.

Tel: 1)78451488

Your Data. When it matters, make it Memorex

'

MEMOREX
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MATTEL ELECTRONICS

Intellivision
Intelligent Television

SPECIAL
OFFER
£44.95

HiTech Electronics Services Ltd
Mattel House, North End Road. Wembley Park. Middlesex HA9 OAB. Tel: 01-900 031'
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SPECTRA IMPORTS
STOP PRESS

ridicuously

ig to take I

ited below r

bank managers
)w prices. We have been warned t

ust be sold before January 1 si 7 9
iletime sale in

COMPARE THESE UNBEATABLE PRICES:

COMMODORE VIC 20 £59.95 CASH
SPECTRUM 48K £59.95 CASH

COMMODORE 64
BBC MODEL B

£99.95 CASH
£31 5-00 CASH

BRAND NEW COLOUR MONITOR 1
4"

RECONDITIONED COLOUR TV/MONITOR 17"
BRAND NEW MONOCROME MONITORS

£11 5.00 CASH
£49.95 CASH
£35.95 CASH

COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES

FINANCE FACILITIES

SPECTRA IMPORTS (UK)

ARCADE CENTRE
1st FLOOR OFFICES
SCOTLAND RD, NELSON
LANCS. TEL: 0282 698666



SOFTWARE WORLD
12 ETHEL STREET, BIRMINGHAM B2

FOR ALL YOUR HOME COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS
CHECK OUR DISCOUNT PRICES FIRST.

BBC/ELECTRON

MAILORDER

COMMODORE SPECTRUM

PERIPHERALS

INTERFACES

SUPPLIERS TO USER GROUPS AND EDUCATION
PLEASE DEDUCT 15% OFF ANV PURCHASE OF SOFTWARE. BOOKS OR PERIPHERALS IF

ACCOMPANIED BY THIS ADVERTISEMENT. CLOSING DATE DECEMBER 20TH.

HARDWARE



Doomdark's Revenge
Piutl

;

PART 1: TO THE FROZEN GATES

CHARACTERS:
Luxor the Moonprince - a

brave and mighty Lord ol the Free,

worth 50 men in any battle. His Moon-
ring gives off a warmth which stirs

the heart ot true warriors but creates

contusion among those of evil intern

Tanthel the Dreamer _ the

daughter ol the Lord ot Dreams A
member ot the eilish Fey race and
able 10 blend m with most natural

landscapes, particularly a I home
among woods and tores Is

Rorlhron tl
I Wrse -

ol Midnight.

1,000 Riders ot the Free -
brave warriors who have already

followed Luxor into battle against the

dread Doornguard ol Doomdark,
former Witchking ol Midnight.

THE QUEST:
Luxor's son Morkin has been spirited

away to the lands above Midnight.

This land is known as Icemark and
can only be reached by the Frozen

Gates which have been closed for

The ultimate quest is to push
through to Icemark and rescue
Morkin from the clutches ot Shareth

the Heartstealer.

In Part 1 you must attempt to bring

Luxor and his 1,000 riders and
Tarithel the Dreamer together and
then to follow florthron's path to the

Frozen Gates.

THE LAND OF MIDNIGHT:
The quest takes place in the Land of

Midnight alter the defeat of Doom-
dark the Witchking at the battle of

Ushgarak. Although Doomdark is

| defeated it is still a treacherous land,

I with ravaging packs of wolves, the
» evil little Skulkrin warriors, dragons
I and ice trolls. Its mountain ranges are

i forbidding, its lakes deep and forests

| tangled. And the land is full of ancient

| and mysterious monoliths, benges.
1 caverns and ruins.

110

Fighting Fantasy is the name given to a new kind ot book which allows you I

over the role ol hero or heroine.

Big in the best -seller charts, these books give you the situation and some possible
solutions and then ask you (o choose what (he hero does next. Then you turn

"

appropriate number and find out the consequences ol your action.

For this issue and the next two months, CiVG will be presenting a Fi

Fantasy style trilogy. It is based on Beyond Software's chart-topping Louis of
Midnight \ri\oq<).

Part oneol the Fighting Fantasy is called To the Frozen Gates. It lakes up the story
from the killing of Doomdark the Witchking at the Citadel of Ushgarak and unfolds
the circumstances which lead lo the second title in the trilogy, Doomdark's Revenge.
The story has been written by Beyond's Clive Bailey — who has written the

adventure story novel Terrors Out of Time, published by Methuen - and former
C^W; editor Terry Pratt.

At the end ol part three we will ask you three questions relating to I he novel'
games The first question is at the end of Ihis story. Note your answer down to enti

i the Ihird issue.

e yourself with

DAMAGE
If an attack is successful, the

opponent's STAMINA. In general one

STAMINA points fall to if

When a group of soldier:

last 10 men, all are slain.

EXAMPLE
Luxor the Moonprince b

Halberg the Foul:

On Luxor's turn the d

and a score of 3 Is seen
below Luxor's SKILL of A t

sword, slices 2 points Iror

STAMINA.
Luxor's Cavalry comm;

with a group of Doomguan
On the Doomguards' ti

is rolled and a sco



PROVISIONS
During the adventure Luxor may be
presented wtlh food by grateful

subjects. Record these gifts by

PROVISION
CHART.

boxes or th. PLAYER

GETTING STARTED
To begin "To The Ice

entry one and follow thsr uclio I

SCORING

points for

game g
very surv uing

'£'",
of

ere lost en route and add 15

11 when you meet Rorthron

Should yo
Th.' "queaiMs over"

messsge we'll let you start again. As
1 we offer the

100120 go
could be be

ling.

d. en

ler. U

120140 excellent.

100 average. 60-80

der60 — don't call

Finally, on the

fighting fantasy

each part of the

Rorthron asks you

third pari ot the

we'll ask you 1o

hree questions on
quest. This issue

the question.

)You, Mc
Midnight, a

3nly a few n

you rid Mid
Vitc luring

umed the 1

onpn
re b

boo
ndto

fits foul ruler, the

idark, who hao

amid joyou
eve you were reunited
coltb-ii-ion, with you

Tarithel, enchanting daughter of the

Loids of Dreains
The Forest of Dreams had rung

with the clamour of jubilation. The
.y Lords a

wi.nrt the mph
rndajk in Ushgarak, had I

ry ,.n:i the people of Midnight
I realised their newfound
idol) f::itn tyranny, possibly for

L:m time. That was yesterday.
.t night, a great and fell

storcr. r.aa come upon the forest,

;?r<l;r-, -ne trees with its flashing
l.jh'rinc;

n:<h it

Smalltalk
rumour You awoke from a slumber
ELed w;-h dark dreams in which
yru vl 'riend Rorthron the Wise
.<::

.if r.'.ired and bid you hurry

PLAYER CHART

LUXORTHEMOONPRINCE

SKILL: 4 STAMINA: 12(

MOONSLIVER THE SWORD CAUSES
2 POINTS OF DAMAGE TO AN
OPPONENT'S STAMINA

PROVISIONS

THEMOONRING Q

'S CAVALRY COMMAND

SKILL: 4

CAUSES 1

TURN
F DAMAGE PER

10 in in in to 10 10 10 10 10

10 10 in in in 10 10 10 10 10

ID in in in 10 10 10 in 10 10

in 10 10 10 10 in 10 10 10 10

10 in m m
10 10 m 10 in in in 10 10 10

10 10 in in 10 10 10 10 10 10

10 10 10 in 10 10 10 10 10 10

to To

in

io 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

thing that morning.
Gathering 1,000 of;

and gallant warriors

eral hours the crash t

*r subsides and the rai

5. You urge your captains ou

3) He slits your throa

iath, rough
with a

ing your
hillocks, yc
creat ht.'lrn and a frosted beard. He
rides a mighty sledge through Tl

covering of ersh and this is drawn 1

• Do you hail him to talk? Go to

3) You pass by beneath tl

7) A foul stench fills the t<

recognisable as your old :

only by the helm
'

Go to 35

3) Arriving at the White Fang, you
are hailed by Rorthron who waits at

the base of the mountain
"I have grave tidings Morkitl has

been spirited away into the Land of

Icemark to the north. He is the

prisoner of Shareth, Doomdark's
daugiiHii. and I fear for him. To

rescue him we must go through tr.i.-

legendary Frozen Gates — but first 1

need to find a spell to open them.

Something will come to me, I'm

"I have something for you," grins

Rorthron. "A friend of mine told me
you had lost it." He drops the Moon-
ring into your hands.



9) The ice holds and you are safely

across. You are cheered loudly by
the troops who vow they will follow
you anywhere. But you have paid a
price — during the crossing you lost
the Moonring from your finger.

mpany

o38

10) The
unharmed and then a ...

from above. "Moonprince." "Who
hails me?' you reply. "Never ask
questions in a mountain pass, Moon-
prince. Time is not on your side and
neither are the mountains. Indeed I

am more foe than friend and I am
your only friend here."

Still there is no sign of a body
behind the voice. Shouting your
thanks you move on. Suddenly
something falls down from above.
tinkling against the rocks on the way.
One of your men brings up the
Moonring. "This fell from above

o33

the gorge. When ,„- ,

note that the bridge seems in sur-

prisingly good repair which ;s as
well for the gorge yawns deep and
wide. On the far side another path
can be seen disappearing off to the
north east. On this side of the gorge
the ledge widens to accommodate a
few scant holly bushes before con-
tinuing on.

• Do you avoid the bridge and
continue pn this side of the gorge?

mptly a isible? Go to 39

12) Seeing Ushgarak caught in the
sunlight reminds you of how you last

left it. After the battle outside the
Citadel. When the Lords Mitharg,
Shimeril and Xajoikith with 3,000
riders and 2,500 warriors attacked
alongside you from the souih. With
Farflame the Dragonlord, Rorthron
and the Lords of Gard and Gloom
racing in from the west with 4,000
men. And brave Corleth and his Fey
compatriots, Thrall, Dregim and the
Whispers coming from the East, with

b bright Lord of Dreams m his

silver a l: follro

all, as in far-off Mirron, Morkin had
st the Ice-Crown into the depths of
: Lake destroying it forever

was deserted Ushgarak, bathed
ire sunlight and the memories
e flooding back.

grab the crystal and haul it away. The
corpse is suddenly animated and
attacks you with a poison-tipped

otS,

3. The p.

The c

sword causes 3 poi:
The corpse of Doomdark strikes first

and will fight until it is slain. If you
are killed the quest ends here.

If you win you have the crystal ball

and bum the tent, corpse, cofCn and
all. (Note the crystal ball on your
player chart).

• Go to 46

14) Waiting until nightfall, you order
your men to dismount and approach
the village. Your scouts have already
indicated that the Doomguard are
not numerous and most seem to be
the worse for drink pillaged from the
village. They are also careless and
have not mounted any kind of guard.
Your men rush in taking the Doom-
guard warriors by surprise. Many
are even without their weapons and

15) You ride on and see a small and
quiet village set on the edge of the
forest. The rain is pelting down on
the village square and tile houses
and village hall look inviting.

• Do you enter the village and pro-
claim yourself to the elders, request-
ing shelter? Go to 22
• Will you ride around the village
and brave the storm? Go to 42

3 looks unreliable?

ide to go straight

17) The boulder rolls out across the
bridge which promptly collapses,
leaving its moorings on this side of

the gorge to crash against the other.

The boulder itself plummets to the

bottom of the gorge where fell

creatures rush out from concealment
investigate its noisy a]

• Youc "self a

IB) Clenching the sword tightly, you
approach the back of the cave It is

dark here and the rustling noise
comes again. Looking down into the

gloom around your feet, you see a

body of a mar. The mar, was
obv;o-s:y -he Ice ftol.s .i ; real
ar.d ;s two greeks beyond saving
Then bi'h-nd hitr you notice a
s:ta:-u>"lY casvi'ri head I: glows
slightly ir i;«* glcorr and. as you

from your shoulders a;;d yot [«l
ready to take on DouinaarK once
again — were he still alive.

Rejuvenated and pocketing the
peculiar power-head, you emerge
into the sunlight and the cheers ol

your men. (Note that you have the

power-head on your player chart).

• Go to 26

19) Following on to the north and
dipping into a valley, a camp is laid

before you. The tents are black and
sport the cold eye and red hand of

Doomdark' s emblem.
• Will you skirt the camp? Go to 3E
• Or will you order the charge
down into the Foul remnants? Go to

30) Do you have the Moonring? If so
go to 49.

• If not go to 6.

21) Back in their village, the elder
takes you down into a hidden
passage beneath their main hall.

Here are stored most of the village's

provisions, undiscovered by the

raiders. Your warriors are well fed

for their trouble and bedded down
for the night. Tick 3 provisions on
your player chart.

You interrogate the marauders'
leader who claims that they pursued
a boy on a horse through the wood
the previous night. But strangely he

ashed between
his men and the boy. The boy was
heading north. Leaving this Foul

villagers, you ride on the next

morning.
• Turn to 16

the angely22) You r

deserted village. As
congregate in the centre, arrows
pour in from all sides. You had
already dismounted but the rest of

quickly. Throw against their skill. If I
you succeed only 10 men are killed I
by arrows — strike them from I
Luxor's Command If you fail. 30 men f
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THE ORACLE'S CAVE

Oracle's Cave is a unique adventure game featuring

continuously displayed high resolution graphics and
text a new cave layout and event sequence for every

game and a time limit on every adventure.

Available on cassette
from selected branches of

WHSMITH <feS

o> direct from:

DORCAS SOFTWARE

3The0asis,GJenfieId.

Leicester LE38QS
at £7-95 (inc. VAT)
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ick fron

Luxor's command.
Once, they have reached the

legroup and hail the Doomguard
who have just rushed out to capture
you. You recognise the voice of your
second-in-command Valethor:
"Harken ye servants of the slain. We
are Harriots of the Free, veterans of
the slaying at "Ushgarak".
A massive Doomguard in black

chainmail strides forward to grab
you; "Think you not that we Doom-
guard are so befuddled

shouts. "Lord Luxor is known to "us
and methinks we have the power to
bargain here.

'

'

• Do you spit in his black eye and
tell him to do his worst? Go to 3,

and leave peacefully. If he wins you
will surrender your men's provisions
and return to the Castle of Dreams.
Go to 30.

23)A group of 2D men is despatched
at your bidding to make entry into

Grark and find if aught hath moved

for several hours and as you
about to command a second
behind its dank walls, one of
men runs screaming from
broken gateway. "Where are
others?" you demand.
"Killed, Lord Moonprinoe."

Stunned, you refuse to order any
more men within the castle walls but
return to the camp. Strike 20 men
from Luxor's command chart.
• Go to 5.

24) After a long ride you come to the
mountains and a pass leads through
a steep gorge. The path leads you
along a narrow twisting route before
opening out onto a still narrower
ledge. On one side the mountain
raes up sheer above you. On the
o±et. the gorge falls clear away to a
senes o( frojen stretches of water far

below
Scrr.e way along this ledge a

miracle that no horse is

er the edge with them,
i n-command . Valethor.

pomis to a jutting thrust of rock up
aSeud <-»c: which hangs a collection
of loose boulders, some 50 metres
to "A ,>rdge seems to run parallel to

irusont my Lord." he says. "If a trap
is to be sprung, what better place
than there?" He points to the jutting
rock. "And in truth Sire none of us
can climb to the higher path, for the
rock is sheer."
• Vou send a scout ahead to see if

he spies aught from the far side. Go

25) The arrows rain down on the

rock and you hear your scout shout.
"Got him sire. I heard his moan and
it should be safe to pass now."
• Go to 6.

26) The path leads on past a rock
shaped like a hawk and then up high
into cold mist, finally emerging into

brilliant sunlight, perhaps the first to

fall on the Mountains of Death for 100
years. Looking south you can make
out the sacked citadel of Ushgarak
where Doomdark's body still lies

where you slew it all those moons

• Go to 12.

27) Within one of the tents you find a
coffin which also has the eye and
hand symbols. The men with you shy
away and you too can feel the evil

..N 1 3

28) Suddenly you find yourself
separated from the rest of your
command by dancing lightning and
you see a vision of a beautiful yet

somehow cold woman. A mocking
laugh chills the very souls of your
troops who believe their Moon-
prince magicked away by some
trick of the storm and that enchanted
laughter. Roll against their skill. A
roll under the current total means
that they await developments.
Above the current total and a group
of seven take fright and ride off into

the forest. Strike one box from your

Within the circle of lightning the

woman beckons to you and you
observe that she seems to be urging
you to the north. Then the lightning

subsides and you reappear amidst

» Will you a

in the process and they return still

tired by morning.
• Go to 16.

30) The Doomguard laughs: "Bring
your men forward to witness this

bargain then."
The Free send a deputation from

the forest who hear the bargain and
agree, at your command, to bear
witness to the contest. Halberg is a

good fighter with a Skill of (4),

however he is weak from days oi

wandering and has a Star

You must fight him in single combo'
until either he or you are slair

Before this combat commences ro
a dice for yourself and for Halberg
The character with the highest

number makes the first blow,
• If you are slain the quest ends

• If you slay Halberg turn to 48.

31) The giant turns at your hail and
his face spreads into a broad grin

"Ah a Moonprince by your
trappings I had been warned to

expect this meeting." I was sought
out by Eorthron, Wisest of the

"He says he will w
below the White Fang at

tracks back and it will lead you to

pass It is to be found after that."

He gives you some provisions fc

the journey. Tick one box on you

32) A scout is found and despatched
beneath the rocks. He shouts from
the far side; "There
there lord. I think it may be a Skulkri;

• Do you carry c

10.

• Send a clust

,ent up

regardless? Go to

34) You drop into the mouth of the

cave and surprise a huge ice troll

armed with a club and a knife. With
barely time to notice that the sup-
ports of the bridge have been cut
away, you are dodging the first

blow. The Ice Troll has a stamina of 6

and a skill of 5.

I If the ice troll triumphs the quest
;nds her-

• If you triumph go to 40.

rds c35) Beyond f.

Mountains of Death. Beyond them
stretch the cold frosted plains which
will lead eventually to the Frozen
Wastes which mark the barrier to

Midnight. Up ahead you can see a
tall white needle like point which
you decide must be the White Fang.
You head there at a gallop.
• Co i-.:

t night's storm is threatening

tn behind you as heavy clouds
:ud overhead. The rumble of

a draws ever closer from the

well beaten track lying
northeast? Go to 47,

• Do you carry on northw;

denly as it began. Approaching ;

clearing you notice a group o;

people huddled beside the nail

Their leader hails you. "Brave lord.

halt I beseech you. We are badly ir



CLIFFHANGER
AUTHOR -JAMES DAY ORIGINAL MUSIC - BRIAN DOE

Thrill to the cartoon style action of Cliff Hanger, a really original, Wild West game. As Cliff the hero, you've got to stop the

bandito shooting up the canyon. But with its own brand of wacky cartoon action fun, things simply aren't as they seem in

Cliff Hanger. For a start, the boulder you throw at the ol' bandito may just come bouncing back at you.
Cliff Hanger incorporates all the elements that have made New Generation games best sellers for the Spectrum, such as

original ideas, superb graphics and hilarious happenings - but now it's available first for the Commodore 64.

Featuring 50 separate screens, three levels of difficulty, one or two players scoring, Hall of fame and joystick compatibility or
user defined keys. Cliff Hanger is set to be THE Commodore games playing seosation. Available from any good software

store for just £7.95.
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AUTHOR - PAUL BUNN
Ever wondered what it would be like to face the fierce white water in a top class canoeist slalom run? Well wonder no m

because you can enjoy the fast action thrill of competitive canoeing from the comfort of your own ar

Shoot the Rapids
It's a game that involves real skill because you must move your joystick to simulate paddling action. You must get through
the gates of the slalom course in the fastest time possible, while avoiding the river bank and rocks. There are also extra

hazards like rogue speed boats and interfering beavers to worry about.
This multi level game features increasingly difficult river courses with superb graphics and smooth scrolling along the river.

Qualifying times have to be reached to move onto the next course.

With Hall of Fame, one or two player scoring and joystick compatibility, Shoot the Rapids is probably the best sports action

»f''v% simulation game devised to date Available from any good software store for just £7.95.
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has been taken from us by the
remnants of the Witchking's evil
Doomguard.
• Do you order your men to attack
the village? Go to 14,

• Or do you decide your mission is

too important to be waylaid and skirt

Before you lie the Mountains of
Death. It is hard to know which the
men End more forbidding.
• Do you send a small group ofmen
into Grark to see what was left there
after its sacking all those moons ago?
Go to 23.

• Do you ride on next morning? Go

39) The bridge collapses with 30
men on it. (Strike them from your
command). Then amid whoops of
>oy, fell creatures can be seen rush-
ing out to gather the bodies from
concealed places. As he fell, the
leading captain shouted a warning
and pointed to a spot in the hillside
below the bridge. Horrified you
decide to investigate further and
soon discover some steps behind
the bushes cut in the rock leading
downwards to a cave-like opening.
• Do you decide to go down alone
and investigate? Go to 34.

• Do you continue the quest on this

side of the gorge? Go to 26.

40) The ice troll lies in its own black
blood when you hear a noise from
the far end of the cave You suspect
that the creature's mate lies in wait
for you there.

• Do you decide that your casual-
ties have been avenged and rush out
of the cave? Go to 26.

• Or will you investigate further? Go

41) Your cavalry charge through II .-

tents, scattering the rabble who .m-
Utile match for them. However
among the rabble are some Doi na-

guard stalwarts. They number 60
men and have a skill of 3. < 1 0) ( 1 0) l

.

(10] (10) (10). Luxor's Cavalry sir..

Erst. These Doomguards will fight to
the death. When the battlo is o:„.

42) You ride around the village and
that night camp beyond it. But while
you sleep the guard you posted
around your Eres suddenly come
under attack. The ambushers are
mounted and ride into the camp
firing arrows and loosening some of
the horses. Their skill is equal to
your cavalry. They number but 60
me:i:!U:i)i:iO)i!0)(K))(10)(10).

Fight these marauders with
Luxor's Cavalry. They attack first,

1-4: The ice breaks under a section
of the cavalry and 30 men and horses
plunge to their death. Strike 3 boxes
from Luxor's Command.
:: .'l.i: ice breaks and Luxor goes
down with 30 men. He alone is

saved. Strike 3 boxes from Luxor's
Command and 2 points from Luxor's

On the far side you realise the
Moonring has slipped from your
finger You decide there is no
chance to End it again.
• Go to 38.

44) The way around the lake is long
and tiring. Both your men and your-
self feel the effects of the three day
trek. If you had provisions before
cross them out now. You have
sufferedthelossofonepoint stamina
from the exertion. And in addition
you have lost the Moonring during
the journey.

45) The ledge leads onto a distant
in; < bi.cge as the voice had said it

would It hangs over the gorge in
n:;': s.r.aly good repair and you
ixr-iirfe: it would easily take the
^•'.^1

1
est many men. On the far side

ot v..' -;<:rge a path winds off into
dr.ci.-H-: v.,Hey While on this side the
>dg«i :i:rtinues past the bridge.
• Wili you avoid the bridge and
continue on this side of the gorge?

• Do !

prompt!

46) Resting to the north of the Doom-
guard camp, curiosity demands that

you pull out the Crystal Ball and stare

into it. Within it, the mountain
scenery distorts and glistens. The
lights twinkle more brightly seeming
to hold your gaze ever more intently.

Suddenly they r
-—*-

Witchking. How fitting. You killed

mv lather, I have your son. Yes
Morkin is mine. Already he has
passed through the Frozen Gates
into my realm, beautiful frozen Ice-

mark where you cannot follow. Or
can you I wonder?"
"Well, foUow if you can, Moon-

prince. I will try To entertain your son

• Go to 35.

ladder is hurriedly pulled up.
Your hail brings an old hermit to

the mouth of the cave. At your
request for shelter he warns that the
lower caves are unsafe in heavy rain

and that he believes them haunted.
There is a village further north-east
and he advises that your band heads
in that direction.
• Do you take his advice and head
northeast? Go to 15.

• Do you ignore him and order your
men to dismount and End shelter in

the caves as best they can? Go to 2.

48) With your blade sticking in his

"Remember your promise to my
men m'Lord. They will be faithful to

mine or I'll come back and haunt

every last dog Within my pouch is

an emblem. It belonged to one of the
t-'ro*/ Lords He hailed fiom '!.<: :"i:r^-:

of whispers and met death by my
hand in the Mountains of Ithiril. The
Fey I know hold great store by it

Return it to them — it has magical
properties."
With a last curse at life, he dies

His men pick up the body and ner-

vously make to leave the village.

Fingering the emblem in the shape
ol a falcon, you motion for your men
to let them leave. (Note the Falcon

on your player chart).

.v:,..

man with a cruel
smiles at you. Words form
nd: "Ah my brave Moon-

Slayer of my father the

• r."ot o 16.

49) Arriving at the White Fang, you
are hailed by Rorthron who waits at

the base of the mountain.
"I have grave tidings. Morkin has

been spirited away in"

I thsi Nor
prisoner of Shareth,

daughter, and 1 (ear for him. To
rescue him we must go through the

legendary Frozen Gates — but first I

need to find a spell to open them.

Something will come to me."
• Go to SO.

50) Rorthron turns to you: "Tell me,
my prince, what was the most
important treasure you could have
found on your adventures?".

A: The Power Head
B: The Emblem of the Falcon
C: The Crystal Ball

Keep your answer until the third

120



Hareraiser
challenges

you
IT'S NOT AN ARCADE GAME
IT'S NOT A BORING ADVENTURE TREK
IT'S A GENUINE PUZZLE THAT COULD BE
SOLVED BY YOU!
HARERAISER THE UNIQUE COMPUTER TREASURE HUNT,
A COMPUTER PUZZLE OF GRAPHICS AND TEXT IN 2
PARTS. EACH PART CONTAINS VITAL CLUES TO PLACES
OR LOCATIONS WHICH WILL ENABLE YOU TO
DISCOVER THE WHEREABOUTS OF THIS GOLDEN
TREASURE. IT HAS NOT BEEN BURIED YOU JUST HAVE TO
PINPOINT ITS LOCATION TO CLAIM THIS AMAZING
PRIZE . . . THIS PUZLE HAS BEEN SPECIFICALLY
DESIGNED TO BREAK AWAY FROM INDIVIDUAL ARCADE
AND ADVENTURE TYPE GAMES AND PROVIDE FAMILY
INVOLVEMENT. A COMPETITION FOR ALL THE FAMILY.
ONCE YOU'VE COLLECTED ALL THE CLUES YOU CAN
WORK ON IT ANYWHERE, INDIVIDUALLY OR IN
GROUPS.

YOU COULD SOLVE THIS. .

.

PART 1 (PRELUDE) AVAILABLE NOW! £8.95 each
PART 2 (FINALE) READY FOR CHRISTMAS.

AVAILABLE FOR ALL THESE MICROS

ELECTRON BBC B 1 ORIC ATMOS
SPECTRUM CBM 64

[
VIC 20 EX.

AMSTRAD MSX TANDY EXT COL 32K
ATARI 800 XL

BOOTS, TANDY. C
":::-i:hmak

HARESOFT LTD,
P.O. Box 365

LONDON NW1 7ID
TEL 01 388 3910
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THE ARCADE WINNERS
U.S. Gold is stocked hy

WILDINGS
/HSMITH,
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Discount

Computer

Software

Registered No. 1795113
Telephone: (0256) 51444
16 Coates Close, Brighton I-

Basingstoke RG22 4EE

AMAZING SOFTWARE BARGAINS BY MAIL, 100's OF TITLES AVAILABLE!

TELEPHONE OBOERS WELCOME. WRITE OR RING NOW FOR FULL DETAILS

Via. DISCOUNT COMPUTER SOFTWARE. PLEASE ACCEPT MY ORDtfl FOR THE FOUOWMG
PROGRAMSISWUAL DEFERS (STATE MACHINE 1

16 Coates Close, Brighton Hill,

Basingstoke FIG 2 2 4EE

SEND

i>

j

.

Wa«e cfcecijas pavabk 10 Oscoont Cnmt
Cheque No 1

(•:>•

CU°.
_
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HIRE SPECTRUM
SOFTWARE

&£*

OVER 2*0 Uifleiml lapes lor hue .o-

INESS. EOUMTIONM m Wffl an n c

LOWEST prices hire up W 3 tapes al a

lime, irom 63p aach lor Iwo weeks Hire

I
Plus o&p and VAT). European members

*Scome.

T*u lor nli M DISCOUNT prim.
Telephone 01-661 9J40 (9am - 5pni) or

rowran a no JOIN TODAY -youVe rrolhlrip

MVJMIlliUI

laiiffiJ

otliar members lor 9 small

tendinis, charge ol reify

60p (plus ofio anrj VAT)

MHKMM SWIWARE LIBRARY

Mdro



th fortyf$dreens above ground; twi

.ndred sfcpos and factories in which
tother computer game!

COMPUTERMAGIC
39 Bridge Street, Walton-on-Thames
Tel: Walton-on-Thames 231011



MAY W/CO BE WITH YOU



NOTFDR
PEOPLE WITH
HIGH BLOOD
PRESSURE!

V Vatch out for them—
these four new games
could be dangerous to
your health. And, as
they're from A'n'F, they're
second to none, calling for
a level of skill that's
bound to set the adrenalin
racing.

SPECTRUM 48k CYLON
ATTACK—Now with better
than ever isometric perspective
graphics (3D). E5.75

BBC32kSNARLUP-Sheer
bumper to bumper frustration
and only five chances to hit the
fast iane, £6.90

COMMODORE 64GUMSHOE
—One bleepin' obstacle after
another stops you reaching a
girl who needs you—
desperately. £7.90

SPECTRUM 48k ALPHA-BETH
—The brain teaser that makes
<t doubly difficult for you to give
the right answer. £5.75
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FROM THE SOURCE OF NEW IDEAS

English Software present^
5 original games.

*>«>uld pj,
; «»Wrj,,,

THE POWER OF EXCITEMENT
"

'i Sut'twarvCompam. Bu\ 43. Mandi
Trade Enquiries Td: 061 835 1358

"'flootjajj-j.



With Chris tmas just around the corner, our fe;

Joystick Jury resumedjtssessionjo take a tUi

_ look at some of the new releases for the p
L

ColecoVision_system^And although ,°
t

dedicated videogames machines seem to th t

be taking a nose-dive lately, CBS are " <

releasing

n(l Astro Gates

3 justify the £29.95

• Addiction

joky enough to OWI

so far. You
• Action



You'll never dream a program
could be this good!!!

Join Wally in his nightmare
Sensational Software from



Y
The Red Kipper Flies at Midnight
'OV GET HOME ONE EVENING to discover a

answering machine. Something you 'd thought hidden for good
has reared its ugly head once again. Valkyrie 17 is active.

Over the next five nights a series of frantic phone calls con-
vince you that (he matter deserves further investigation. \&u receive
a dossier on the activities ofValkyrie 17- Pieced together from frag-

mentary reports culled from the last forty years you slowly begin to

put the whole thing together Dralcenfeur, Heinrich and Rcichsmuller.
The badge pressed into your hand on the station at

And that last desperate call for help from the Glitz Hotel overlooking
Lake Bruntz.

Your cover is good. Very good in fact. \bu spend a few
days sniffing around and then head up towards Lake Bruntz. \ou
check in to the Glitz Hotel. It's the last lead you have. You seem to
be getting nowhere.

Then on your way to the bar you sense a movement in the

shadows. You feel a blow on your temple. And everything goes black-
Valkyrie 17 is an Adventure featuring both graphic and lew

locations. You will meet several different characters some of whom
may help you while others sec your demise as their sole purpose in life.

Included in the pack is a comprehensive dossier on Valkyrie

17. On the reverse ofthe cassette tape are the answerphone messages.
And then of course there's the game itself.

LOADING TIME 5'i minutes. MICRODRIVE X/FER FUNCTION
LOCATIONS 100+ FUN FACTOR 8
LEVEL ?

SOUND Beep Beep

HINTS
Watch your back, try not to get killed and mind your language.

*i'>»™'«^£i'^^
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Available on the 48K Spectrum





f Projects Limited, Bearbranrf C
Telephone; 05 1-428 9393 (4 II



r Please tick wei
, Please send me a copy ol

' HEEBIE JEEBIES D £7.95 PERILS OFWILL
1 GALACTIC GARDENER C£7.95 DODO LAIR

FATTY MENRY

e applicable^

Y D £5.95 '

HSS.9S |

C£5.95

| (Please add £1.00 for orders outside UK) E3!

1 far Mall Older only;

| Software Projetls, P.O. Bo» 12, LIS JAF ._ j
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Software Supers

out for. Well be bringing you quality

software at a supersaver price. They're n

re-hashes of old games but totally origii

Software Supersavi

for you.

Dealer Enquiries —
05 1-428 6367 and ask for Lesley

srs Ltd., P.O. Box 13. Liverpool L25 7AG
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With Christmas
holidays looming, many a
gamer's thoughts are turning to

"what can I play on my computer
to relieve the tedium of Billy

Smart's Circus, soppy films and
the Paul Daniels Christmas
Show?"

If that sounds like dullsville to

you then relax - C&VG and
Melbourne House have come up
with a game that will keep you
oecupiad and entertained
throughout the twelve days of
Christmas.

Mercy Christmas runs on the
Commodore 64 and is a gift at

9Sp. The animation is amongst the
best that you will see on any
game, with delightful moving
pictures to illustrate some of the
locations. It's one of the new
breed of adventures from the
company who brought you The
Hobbit, Sherlock and Zim Sala

Bint.

The game begins outside
Santa's home in the North Pole.
To the east is the toy factory
where the elves are busily putting

and pretty clothes on
dolls. Outside, the snow is falling

and you can hear the blizzards
blowing across the snowy wastes.
Call Santa, and Father Christ-

mas emerges from his hut clad in

I his red coat with fur-lined hood
I and big black boots.

But something is missing. Better

call reindeer. Do this, and watch
the reindeer scampering down
the hill ready to pull Santa's sleigh.

If you succeed, a visual treat is

in store as Santa flies away to

distribute his toys.

Guaranteed to generate sighs
and aahs from members of your
family this Christmas
To get vour Christmas adven-

ture game fJl in the form below
and send it off with a cheque or

postal order for 9Sp. Forms
should reach us no later than
November 31st. Please allow 28
days for delivery. Do not send
cash through the post.

. . tape(s) of Merry Christmas From

Address .

.

jumping jacks, wheels ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^mJ
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The ultimate
development from

Designed exclusively tor theZX
Spectrum, Protocol 4 brings you
control customising in a way that no oiner

interface does It can accept all commercially
d joysticks, including the Quickshot II will-

rapid tire or Trackball controllers, and is compatil

ALL Spectrum software, operates like fixed
OPTION INTERFACES OR CAN BE FULLY HARDWARE

The flexibility ot Protocol 4control is achieved by a specially

designed 'CustomCard' system CustomCards are easily

programmed to suit all types ol games.

Simply clip in a programmed card tor i

control. With preset cards supplied Protocol 4
following control standards; AGF/Protek. Kempston andZX
Interface 2 - both players. You can change or reprogram blank

cards ( 1 supplied) lo get the responses you want— even on
games without joystick options.

Utilising Hardware Programmed technology you have the benefit

ot automatic eight direction control, no power-down
programming loss, guaranteed conflict-free operation with other

peripherals, including microdrives, and no extra software to load

or awkward joystick movements and key presses to make each

It is also perfectly possible to connect up to five Protocol 4's on

one Spectrum, each programmed separately, for multiple player

control — only possible with the hardware programmed design.

Incorporated into the design isa computer Reset button for

clearing the computer memory between games without pulling

the power plug out.

Fully guaranteed for 18 months. Protocol 4 comes supplied with

five CustomCards. ten Quick Reference Programming Cards

and complete instructions.



programmed joystick I

'tie past year and will accept ALL
standard joysticks or trackballs, Including Quickshot II with rapid fire'.

Its use with ALL Spectrum or ZXB1 software — not |iist those with a

pysuck option.

* No Software programming required,

war is disconnected between games.

I
— with or without the fire button pressed — only

as setting of the (our normal directions.

^"Compatibility Is guaranteed with ALL key reading techniques—
Je or BASIC.

* Several interfaces can be separately programmed and

titled to one computer tor multiple player games.

Keyboard operation is totally unaffected By this interface,

as with all AGF add-ons. and will never conflict with any

er device fitted at the same time.

itee. key programming information

a pack of Quick Reference Cards, to speed up

ing of the clips, are supplied with

ROMSLOT
The new AGF RomSlot is designed for anyone

who already owns a programmable joystick interface, or prefers to use

the keyboard to control games, and would like to add the facility of ROM
cartridge software to their system.

RomSlot will accept the Sinclair range of instant loading games and will

also be compatible with the new r«ieris«s from Parker Software —
exciting new games only to be available in ROM formal.

" TuT'JIV ?l,

INTERFACE II

AGF Interface It represents the b(

joystick cc

100 games i

any joystick or trackball,

by the cursor movement keys ( 5 , 6

,

1

.

so compatible with Interface II.

other peripherals to

The Qulckshot joystick is an excellent value game controller

incorporating suction cups for sure-footed precision with a comfortably

- -
lie offering a convenient lop tiring button as well as one

QUICKSHOTII

Quickshot II has improved styling with a trigger type

It also has a unique 'Auto-Fire' facility which at the fill

either the Spectrum or ZX81, Is supplied with

guarantee, and a 12'/,% discount voucher

order purchases.

PRICE

res-.gs+ct.oop&p
E24.95-t-Ct.00 pip

^~r E35

id to: AGF Hardware. Dept CVG, t

de Enquiries ring (0243) S23337

There's nowhere else to go Qxf
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mes shownomercy
Acomsoft have now unleashed eight more mer-

ciless games onto unsuspecting liltt^ micro owners.

Ranging I'rom 'Gateway lo Karosl where putting

Ibut wrong could mean inslant death. To the relentless

itics of Drogna which could have you dying with

Gateway to Karos.

An adventure game in which you'll need all

Mir patience and ingenuilv just (o Slav alive. Your

objective is lo 1 1 nd I he Tali-man ol khoronz but.

nhii'licvcrpalh vim choose. vou'll be beset bv treachery.

Serpents lie in wail and magical phenomenonaare in

e. Should you find the Talisman, you've still

tofind your way back.

Kingdom ol Hanoi.

As the rightful heir to the Kingdom ol I lamil.

1 arc in the unusual position ol Inning lo prove

lit claim to the throne. Evil people are trying to

prevent you accomplishing your task by any means.

An adventure game Iraught with manv dangers,

puzzles and problems.

Tetrapod.

You're in an arena littered with dormant li/ards.

killer bees and other hostile creatures with whom
mil have to do battle to survive, lint beware of your

ui laser bullets, as they bounce oil ihc arena walls.

Drogna.

Agameforlwo people -preferably with devious

linds.Therearclwovaiillsconlaiiiingdiamondsand

aurjob is to collect and transfer them to your home
Isse. While your opponent is out collecting you could

"is loot .. . but keep an eye out lor

tn lining the s; o you.

Crazy Tracer.

An arcade style game where you're in charge of

j pint roller, Guide vour roller around a maze of

riftangles while evading mongers who are committed

lo destroying it. Gain extra rollers and bonus points

bvpainti ngiii Herent objects, Hut you'll have to avoid

Sunning out of paint.

Volcano.

Mount Grona has erupted alter 150 years of

alence. And your mission as an Emergency Rescue

Helicopter I'ilot is to sa\e sightseers stranded on the

slope*. Time i- ui the essence a- the lava approaches

llir-iilhl-i-ers. Bui von'll have to take lime to evade

-

I'li-ilieliiHildrr- ln-jn^huHi'd limn the volcano.

Gii, ieL

Are-creation of the iair<rmiind shooting gallery

- with a difference. Shoot down all the ducks, owls

anil rabbits before you run out of ammunition.

Watch out lor the low-flying ducks. If you fail to shoot

these, they'll steal vour bullets and reduce your

chances of success.

Meteor M ission.

On an alien planet are six stranded astronauts.

Launch your capsule from the Mothership and by

avoiding - or shooting - meteors and alien craft- pick

up the astronauts one at a time and return them to

the Mothership.

All games - with the exception of Gateway to

Karos which is currently only available on cassette -

can be bought direct in cither cassette or disc form.

You will find all these programs at your local Acorn

stockist. To find out where thev are simply call

01-200 0200. Credit card holders.'phone 01-200 0200,

anytime. Or 0933 79300, during office hours.

Alternatively, you can order the games by

sendingofIThc coupon below lo: Acornsoft,c/o Vector

Marketing. Deninglon Estate. Wellingborough,

NorthantsNN82RL. Please allow28 days for delivery.

To: AeornsofLc/o Vector Marketing, Denington E^sL

Wellingborough. Northants MN8 2RL.

I'li-;i-.- -rod me the lulliiuiiii; >ol'tnjrr iiuitics:

(IIAMTIV

GalcwayloKarts

TOTAL

Price Cassette: £9.95; Disc: £11.50

I enclose PO/Cheqni- payable to Acornsoll 1.1(1. Or chargemy

credit charge.

Carf Number: —

>K>0RNS£FT
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Journey to the other worlds, in this combination arcade
strategy game, which could take months to complete. Using
the save game and load game feature you can store your
game and all your purchases until you return to continue.

Available on cassette and CclSS j£7.95
* ;* disk for the Commodore 64 ^--.. , Xfl'oc~ at all good computer stores. DlSK jLy.yD

€ziSeft



TheActivision Eight.

different titles

with one thing
incommon.

TheActivision
touch of gold.

IMMSioN
Your computer was made for us.



LOOK AT THESE PRICES

II

Prices include PbP and VAT Immediate despatch

BANANA SOFTWARE
COMPANY ISTuTT*

".
.

. Dare jpijptpt this mission?"..

Pngrannteil bfCharfrs Gaafwin <HH

^K . us! dm, jj|w«JiiBii1 MOIfTHS «1 wn»ninr tfgS^

HSUji^aa
IFYOUWANTTO

ADVERTISE IN

COMPUTERAND

VIDEOGAMES

RING 01-251 6222

=r

H

NDMRN
•>
n COMETH

THE PROGRAM THAT
S-T-R-E-T-C-H-E-S

YOUR IMAGINATION

Starring the Sandman, the Cheddar Cat and a cast of

thousands (well. OK, about a dozen really). The
Sandman Cometh comes in two 48k parts on one



Nuclear War-Games
£8.50
MASTA, the NORAD Defe Con potei . is ploying his g

save lh<

ct code into MASTA to stop the
countda

Competition - - £150 cheque for the 1st correct answer

Search For King
Solomons Mines £8.95
From the I through the Jungle into the Tallawasi
Mountain. King Solomons Mines in this sui

adventure. Two loads, 34K of memory and 3 levels of difficulty for

m types!

See

SEVERN SOFTWARE
IS HIGH ST. LYDNEY, GLOS GL15 5DP

Tel: 0594/43352



Whai a fantastic lime the Helpline
team had at the PCW
September! Simon Mars i, Paul
Coppins and myself amvet at Stand
1203 just before the show

Goodness knows how n
and clues we dispensed be
during that time! Some came straight
off the top of our heads, so
hint sheets and some from our Help-
line Database, which we hat
simultaneously on two TRS-80 Model

connected to a printer so
able to dispense hard copies direct

o the

Slowly, a light dawned, and Paul's

mouth fell open, "You wouldn't do a

sneaky think like that, surely?" he
complained. "1 certainly would!"
chuckled Scott, "and what's more,

Brian Howarth was another caller

for a ;hat (any e:

ssed the sad demise of Digital

,
ther rery i

o needed more hints than
they could carry home in their heads.
Our sincere apologies to those few
people we were unable to help — we
hope to fill the gaps in our know-
ledge very soon!
Many visitors to the stand were

fascinated to see our database in
action and some actually got "hands
on" experience of it themselves!
Among those who dropped in on

us was ]on Briggs of Radio 4's Chip
Shop who made a live broadcast,
direct from the Adventure Helpline,
during Saturday afternoon's show. To

Bxplain why the Helpline
nd how the database
re were joined by Seth
of Bayswater, a C&VC

reader who walked on to the stand
before the program started. Seth had
a Hobbit problem, (yes — THAT
Hobbit problem!] and after getting
his tip, he explained to Jon Briggs
how infuriating an Adventure could
be when the player was really stuck.
Another famous visitor to the stand

was Scott Adams, who caught Paul
and Simon challenging the wiles of
Cbymoigue Castle on one of the
Model 4's, during a rare quiet spell.

They were trying to shift the dragon,
but with little success, much to
Scott's amusement. I suggested to

Paul that there was a definite clue in

"That's life, I suppose," he said. The
much awaited Midwinter, although
playable, was still not quite finished,

because of Brian's recent problems.
"It will appear soon," he promised.
Channel 8 will be distributing it in all

they will
"

ether s that «t

ally published by DF. So, happily,

will not be seeing the end of the
famous Mysterious Adventure series.

Brian, who has been responsible
for the Spectrum and BBC conver-

f the t Adar

Kleinm;

now working with Adventure Inter-

national on further conversions. He
and Scott could often be seen on the
AI stand, deeply engrossed in the

results of Brian's Spectrum version of

Claymorgue Casffe. After Voodoo
Castle, Mike Woodroffe of AI (UK)

the February release of a

last a lifetime! Mike popped in to

offer me a preview of Return to Eden,

through part of the games and,
although it was a brief introduction, I

got the impression that here was a

game that played uncannily like a

real book. Review later!

I would like to pay tribute to Paul

: and

red the five days

eeszmbm
John Yeates, the unstoppable
Adventurer with the bent brain, dis-

Holidaying in Guernsey, my family

decided to take me on a day trip to

Jersey. They forced me, screaming,
aboard the hydrofoil. "No — not any
nearer to HIM!" I cned, "St Peter Port

is dangerously close as it is!"

These hydrofoils certainly move
and far too soon I

the dant

' — the

being converted into a raving lunatic.

Like a zombie, I headed for a phone
and rang him. Imagine my relief,

when his grandmother answered and

day! But being an Adventurer, I was
only too aware that I might unknow-
ingly bump into him in St Helier, and I

didn't stop trembling until the jagged
rocks along the Jersey coast faded

Islands in one package, with two
more new Marvel games (The
Fantastic Four) shortly after.

Just over the way from Stand 1203
was Melbourne House, the tempo-
rary resident of Philip Mitchell, the
man mainly responsible for The
Hobbit and Sherlock. After a well-

deserved hreak in Europe, he will be
heading back down under and
suspects his next project could well

be Lord of the Rings. More about
Philip in the next issue.

A persistent but very welcome to
- Ai:s:i:-

enough C&VG Champs i

APPOINTED I was

rith !

of a

led fairly uncon-
e pre-occupied

orld-sf

Adventure trilogy - ZARK 1, ZARK 2

and ZARK 3.

"You're not really as mad as you
make out, are you?" I asked.
"Oh yes! At least as mad as that!" he
replied modestly and added
"Anyway, don't worry, I hope to be

the mainland m
If 1 find ( when.

Q^CflMPBanomJTER & VIDEO GAMES PRIORf CT. 50-32 FARRINGPffl LANTJ^NDOMEGfRSAtT]



MYSTERIOUS
NEWS!
The Vic versions of the Mysterious
Adventure series by Brian Howarth.
which I recently reported to be avail-

able, have not yet surfaced, due to

jefore il

i sundia:

b claimed, unliki

could m

asia. However, Brian pre
he hasn't dropped the ide

i hopes to be working c

In the meantime, his fans will be
pleased to hear that he has written a

brand new adventure for Adventure
International, due for release this

side of Christmas. Through the
Enchanted Mirror is a game in which
the player can explore parallel

rids full of mysterious undertones

Also

type games,

by AI before
two multi-player D&D
ith animated monsters

which are different each time played.
The computer acts as the dungeon
master and a manual will provide the
game details. Brian Howarth has had
a hand in these, along with "fighting

fantasy" Steve Jackson.

THE FINAL KET
The Mountains of Ket trilogy is

completed with the arrival of '

Final Mission. The game has a :

feel to it, like its predecessors,
is tidily arranged with
details outlined in a box

shows the
Watching this gradually

The problems in final Mission are

not mind-boggling, but the game is

enjoyable to play. Once the prize has
gone, the trilogy will have to stand on

think it will succeed.
What bothers me, Ihough, is the

promised award of Britain's Best

Adventurer to the winner. The title

offered suggests something official

which it Isn't. Whilst I like the trilogy,

I don't think that completing it would

turing ability. A game like 2ork is

needed for that.

The Final Mission is from Incentive

Software for 48k Spectrum, priced
£5.30.

ADVENTURE
CHAT
"I've done it. After a mere three
months, 3.000 cups of tea. 17 TV sets

and 76 visits Id my psycho-analyst,

Savage Island Pan 2 bit the dust!

However the unprecedented )oy c

finishing the game was somewhs
subdued by the message:
ULK£$+ S(VA x £%DBIHO;7E8
MP4J1TQEF%GW6C?Y,Z

-..
You

Hobbit data, have you Vincent?
"Do you think we could possibly

have less about The Hobbifi" asks

Nick Clark from Southend. "Whilst it

is a good Adventure, so much has
been written about it and, consider-

ing the number of bugs in my BBC
version. I have frankly had enough.
Some of the bugs are so bad that they

will crash the program without the

user doing anything wrong."

A hint about Ultima 2 comes from
Jonathan Day of Stockport. The book
The Sky at Night may have the

answer to the problem on Ultima 2.

"Try looking at page 91 for two other

planets," he suggests. "Also, surely

you know the earth's moon is so large

it is a planet in its own right?"

Guy Wilkinson of Stansted has

... way spoils the game

fust person to successfully
the trilogy — a modest p:

for the scale of the prize,

with my own impressions
games, si



it £10

Anyone now, it seems, can
few locations, add a dragon,
nd a lamp and sell copies tor

me, laughing ail the way

Who's going round and round in

circles, from field to fuzzy area and
back, getting nowhere, then? Great
Hulks of letters have been arriving on
the subject of fields, a certain under-
ground room and ANTS! Hulk has
certainly produced more than his fair

share of letters and all sorts of people
are getting stuck! Wax, ants and
astral projections are baffling many a
player — not to mention scratch
marks! Quite a Nightmare! Now

Steven Dix writes to warn people of
Microdeal's Mansion House which,
he says, is awful and not worth the
trouble playing. You can open a safe
twice, says Steven, and have the
same objects fall out onto the floor
twice — even though you have
picked them up! He refuses to look at
the listing in case it damages his

programming style!

James Bibby who writes once
again, as he puts it, to our "illustrious

organ" (is out August Journal turning
into an oversized piano?), reckons his

correspondence is becoming so
regular that his pet dog is becoming
jealous! However, James has at last

found two adventures to keep him
happy — CasUe of Piddles and The
Pen and The Bark. You're not taking
the castle out of my game, James. I

hope?! James signs off with this

thought: if you came across a very
small German guard whilst playing
Colditz, would he be described as a
Stalagmite?

NOW PLAY THE
PLAY!
Shakespeare has finally caught up
with the micro, in the form of
Macbeth.
To play Macbeth, you will need to

be familiar with the play, or to have
the pocket edition supplied with the
game with you, and preferably both.
The game requires an understanding
ol the play and the use of Shakes-
perian words as commands in the
Adventure.

Do not despair — I am no great
classics student, but still performed
passably in the Adventure! If you
type HELP, the chances are you will

be referred to a passage in the play

"Mini M.„"a,
"nd

" '«» «» 5,i„B £,"".'«'» •"..«. to'

and thus it was, when I came upon
the immovable Macdonwald, in

order to pass him, 1 had to UNSEAM
MACDONWALD FROM NAVE TO
CHOP. This, of course, I did with

Macbeth comes in four parts. You
play the part of Lady Macbeth in one
and Macbeth himself in others. Two
parts have graphics and are not only
very artistically drawn, but reflect the
current state of play. Thus, a trapdoor
will be shown as closed or open and
should you "fix Macdonwald's head
upon the battlements", there you will

see it — dripping with blood! Never
eaten Mekilwort Pie? Now's your
chance to find out what it does for

On the other h

Macbeth is for the Commodore 6<

from Creative Sparks and costs £ 1 4.95

A CHRISTMAS
ADVENTURE!
A title that can do nothing but act as a

magnet for parents with fairly young
ime of year is Pe(ei

which
|

Of s!

: missing in the

If you happen to get killed, then
you may be given a second chance
by answering some fairly probing
questions about the play So here is a
novel way of really getting to know
your Macbeth If it should happen to

be your set paper for an exam, then
by the time you've worked your way
through this game, your knowledge
should be very thorough — and

Pan.

Peter Pan is one of the ever
growing list of Adventure games
based on popular fiction and the

book is included with the software. In

fact, the J.M. Barrie royalty from the

sales is bequeathed to the Great
Ormond Street hospital for sick
children — a fact that in itself might
commend (he package to a
prospective purchaser.

The player has to follow the story

fairly closely. Events commence in

the Darling children's bedroom after

the goodnight story. You, Peter, fly in

with Tinker Bell. To fly away to

Neverland, you must have Fairy Dust
and be complete with shadow
attached. Of course, this is one of the
Adventure problems.
My verdict is — if you are parents

with children in the S to 8 age range,
read them the book and then play the

game to them. 1*1 them join in, even.
You will get a break for beer and
ciggies every now and again, whilst

you are in flight, for example!
Serious dragon-bashers though —

steer clear! This is NOT for you!

Peter Pan is for the 48K Spectrum,
from Hodder and Stoughton.

167
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Pout let th^gremlihs set the better of you .write to
"/V.^n ~ 777 7~7

THEY STILL
KEEP COMING

David Radisic wrote from Basildon to

help Jonathan Day in his search foi

Zorieona PDP-1 1. Softsel. he says, are
Infocom's English distributors, on
01-844 2040. If they can't help, then it

is possible to order direct from the
US. But David adds i

o Info

US, following an unfulfilled

and it was only with help from Rita
Rivard of BO-Micro magazine that he
managed to get a response. So he
suggests sending any such mail to

other countries registered — and
keeping a photocopy of everything.

I called in on Softsel' s stand at the
PCW Show and discovered that they
supply the trade only, but will

happily advise callers on the nearest
stockist of any particular item of
Infocom Software and, if necessary
order it.

"1 would like to warn anyone
thinking of buying the Fabulous
Wanda not to," says Dave Coverley
— a well experienced Adventurer
whose pleas reached me before
even the HelpLine officially started!

"The arcade action is pathetic," he
adds in disgust.

Hugo Hackenbush writes from
Killyleagh to complain about The
Code. On receiving the game after

difficulty in getting his order fulfilled,

is life! The lc

iO disappoi:

less and he is reduced to taking,

I
dropping and defusing, he says. So it

wasn't just me — thank goodness for

I Geoffrey Davis of Bridgewater in
Somerset writes "In your reply to my
problem, you suggested I take Dr
Strange's advice. This, I am sure, is

very useful, but 1 have yet to find Dr
Strange!" This illustrates the difficulty

of helping people without giving too
much of the game away. It is just as
easy to give too little of the game
away! For example. I replied help-
fully to Jim Jennett's Hulk problem.
>nly I

message w n green ink: GRRR!

KEITH TELL HULK *** EGG BUT
WHEN H0LK GET THERE, GAS
TURN HULK TO BHUCE AND THEN
EGG BANG! KEITH SAY ANTS HELP
HULK. BY KILLING HULK LIKE
ALWAYS DO? KEITH SAY HULK LIFT
RING! KEITH THINK HULK STUPID?
HULK THY MANY TIMES, BUT GAS
COMES!
Jonathan Brough writes from Seaton

having mentioned the "other" Ghost
Town from Virgin games, which he
thinks is an "intriguing graphical

adventure", only twice. As much as

that, Jonathan? I make it only once
and then it was to say how awful it

was. It just goes to show how easy it

is to confuse people and sell copies if

you pinch the name of a well-known
quality game, ie Scott's Ghost Town.
Sorry to disagree with you, Jonathan,
but I put it in the worst 10 Adventures
I have ever played!
Do you realise that the plot of

Circus is similar to Ray Bradbury's
Something Wicked This Way Comes.
asks Steve Dix of Hugeley "Perhaps I

should write to Ray and ask him how
to open the maintenance wagon!"
jokes Steve. Well, Steve, I mentioned
your observations to Brian Howarth
and discovered that any similarity is

purely coincidence, since Brian has
not read the book.
Ross Campbell of Wokingham

points out that a review of a game on
one micro does not necessarily hold
true for the same game in a version
on a different micro. In particular,

says Ross, Twin Kingdom Valley
seems a lot better on the Commo-
dore 64 than the BBC. True. Ross, and
we try to remember to mention on
which computer we've played for the
review. But I must add. Ross, that

when TKV was reviewed, it was only
available for the BBC.
Bev has come up trumps again in

reply to my plea for Russell Martin. I

can't understand a word she says,

Russell, but no doubt you and many
others will — look tor the upside
down Kingdom of Hamil clue! And
thanks once again, Bev!
Which reminds me — you certainly

" something, Beverley! They're
on the etor

your "Am I really rather clevei

letter! Everyone is claiming a

excessive and a tee-shirt! You'
think we ran an Oxfam shop f<

Flatheads!

So from next month, the Editor h;

kindly granted me two tee-shirts i

give away! But I'm a bit meaner tha

one! Each month I will be sending
C&VG Champ tee-shirt to the person
who sends in the best tips and the
person who writes the most interest-

ing overall letter about Adventure! If

you write and don't get one, don't be
disappointed — I can tell you that the

standard of some of the letters,
"

and maps are absolutely superb!

Ezsmassa
Credits this month go to: Stephen
Hooney of Dublin, Stefan Fafinski of

Reading, Colin Wilson of Glenrothes,
Adrian Brown of Nottingham, Nic
Aplin, Jonathan Day of Stockport and.
of course, Beverley Handle.
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MMUKA* SOFTWARE

£a«tlt of tfjc Stall loro

Packaged in a

Special Presentation Box

which includes a

"Free Dust Cover"

for your computer.

,»—.«<> "«",»z,"D
Special mod

'"d

•=r"""b
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lied

D version

s-d 1 ' a
SEND CHEQUES /POSTAL OHDE HSTD

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH. ""J
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Awesome

,

Jfs con^epaon

Brilliant

;

Dynamic

,

its execution

rhc world you are about to enter bears no resemblance to any arena you ever
encountered before. Weapons are of no avail in this (mall haiiii.n.

The only sources ol" protection al your disposal are quick win and fast reflexes.

The only reward is 10 survive against monsters of unbelievable ferocity and
cunning, and to avoid hazards more perilous and deadly than any you might find

on a trip through the outer Universe. This is the real world, populated by the

creatures ofout own inner universe, where nature is red in tooth and claw. Bract
yourself now, and come with Starcadc into the still water and deceptive calm of
Oie SAVAGE POND.

produced by
ARGUS PRESS SOFTWARE

No I Golden Square, London W1R 3A1

Telephone: 01 437 0626



-Terminal SoftwareGam
are available from -*

International Retail

Ozisoft- Australia

Alpine- Now Zealand
S.P. I.D.- France

John Men]
Dixon Softwo re Express

Mokro
Selected lewis's &
Co-op Stores

TTPH<

Distributors Prism

Bulldog R&RComputerGami

Cenlresoft SDL

ESD Electronics Solomon & Peres

Gordon Howson Tiger Distribution

Lightning Twan9

Terminal Software, Derby House, Derby Street, Bury BL9 ONW, England. Tel. 061-7614321





AYPVLON
The year is 408 AD. Maroc the The crowd mutti
Mage is a Lore Seeker. He begins to disperse.
travels, gathering knowledge Maroc, much embarrassed
of the old ways and is learned and disturbed by the event,
In (he subtle arts of herbs and prepares to leave. Bui the old
Healing woman takes him aside and
One night, while orating one gives him an old oak staff with

ot his collected rhymes, "The an iron head — and an old
Legend of Avaton", to some map. "There is Avalon," she __
interested villagers, an old chuckles menacingly, pointingTUC (2ATFVIOI KPwoman in the crowd begins to a mysterious hill rising h " ifc **^»i kl l^^fcA»IS
foretelling a new age of chaos the blue distance.
The mi chills as she speaks of Marocs curio;
the dread Lord of Chaos once whelms his fears "and he
again leading his wild hunt allows the villagers to guide
across the night sky. stealing him to the Island across a
corpses from graveyards and causeway hall hidden under a
battlefields dark sea The villagers sud-
Her bony finger points at denly depart, leaving him

Maroc. "Go to the Isle of alone on the island to consider
Glass" she demands fiercely, his next move . .

.

The Legend of Avalon Thus runs the Legend of happens

Beyond the shadow of the Video discovered on a

Where countless alien while on an archaeloglcel

LEVEL.

•1 earth reachedThe Lord ot

To claim his tribute front

Mage and Lorelord
combine their might

To crash the chaos of the
night.

With cunning craft they
forge for war

The sword ofpower,
Calibnrn.

The Amulet for

The Wralthbane rod of

Upon a bier of burning

They set the cup ofpower
mtold.

radiant host

Within the crystal Isle of help y
Glass then s

Hie destiny of men must Server

powers collide, you mi
Victors and vanquished it out!

lost, entombed in Avalon.

how to get two vi al spells. But fi

EXIT LEFT:

EXIT UPPER LEFT:

Meaning

Leave by the

EXrT HEAR: Leave hy the

EXIT CENTRE REA

EXIT: ^^

CROSS AGAIN tt

EXIT LEFT lo red

EXIT LEFT lo stei



Guardians ol Chads

Chest Containing Scroll

Locked Chest Containing Money

h4$ Locked Chest Containing Key

(Qj S6rvBn> Rln8

Spell Scroll

•^ Blacked Door
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48K SINCLAIR ZX SPECTRUM

* -

,

UNDERWURIDE" recommended retail price S9.95 inc VAT
Available from W.fl.SmTHS, BOOTS, J.PIEBZIES, WOOIWORIIIS

and all good software retail outlets. Also available from

(rsp included) Tel: 0530 411485



48K SINCLAIR ZX SPECTRUM

"KNIGHT LORE" recommended retail price £9.95 inc VAT

Available from W.H.SMITI1S, BOOTS, J.MENZ1ES, WOOLWORTHS
and all good software retail outlets.

"

ULTIMATE FLAY THE GAME, The Green, Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Leicestershire LE6 5JU

(P8fP included) Tel: 0530 411485



BBC MODEL B 1-2 OS

"SABRE WJIF" p

Available from W.H.SNITHS, BOOTS. J.HENZ1ES, WOOLWOBTMS
and all good software —*-" —"-*' ' "— '

LOTPIATE PLAV THE GAP1E. The Or
(FW included) Tel: 0530 41 1485



COMMODORE 64 (Joystick Compatible)

"THE STAFF OF KARIWrl" recommended retail price £9.95 inc VAT

Available from W.H.SMITHS, BOOTS, J.MENZIES, WOOLWOKTHS
and all good software retail outlets. Also available From

ULTIMATE FLAY THE GAME, The Green, AshbydelaZouch, Leicestershire LE6 5JU

(P&P included) Tel: 0530 411485
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Commoaore64

"Absorbing and realistic -
Highly recommended"

- Sunday Times, February 1984

"Completely fantastic -
I want one!"
- Charlie Nicholas, Arsenal striker in Big K,

April 1984

"Having chosen your players
the match highlights are
then displayed in very good
animated 3-D Graphics.
. . . There are many other
excellent features in this

game in fact the attention to
detail is outstanding
(5 out of 5).''

PopularComputing
Weekly-
16August 1984 £7-95

Some outstanding features of the game
• Matches in 3D graphics • Transfer market • Promotion and relegation • F Acup matches • Inlury problems • Full league tables • Four Divisions • Pick your

T". '«?m 6ach ma,ch * As manV seasons as you like • Managerial rating
• 7 skill levels • Save game facility • Financial manipulations • 4 divisions and

customising feature • You can even be sacked!

I '- li'u'V'l^TI
IMS

fl
i: BBCModelB £795
Spectrum 48K £6 95
ZX8116K £595

AddictiveGames
ALSO FOR
BBC 32K

SPECTRUM 4SK
&ZX8116K



FRANTIC FARMCR
RUNS ON A BBC MODEL B

Giles the Farmer hasn't been working too hard during the

summer. And now that the cold fingers of the north wind are

beginning to creep under the doors of his farmhouse, he is

starting to regret not earning enough money to pay the fuel bills.

You have to help Giles search his barren field for some firewood
to burn on his stove. Trees have grown all over the field and you
have to make sure that Giles doesn't run into any of them in his

panic.
As well as collecting the dead branches off the ground, Giles

can pick up any corn seeds he finds and store them away for next
spring. Full instructions are included in the listing.
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Willyoubethe firstEarthling towin apb<
Aeornsolt are issuing ;i nationwide challenge

lo all Acorn Electron and BBC Micro users.

It's the challenge lo join a new and exclusive
group of computer panics players: The Elite.

With 3-dimensional graphics. Ehteisagamc
which is lighl years ahead of any other.

It strictly defines the rank of each and even
plays

As your prowess improves, you move into

higher ranks.

Bui make no mistake, to reach the top rank,
your performance must become exceptional.

Then, and only then, will you quality to call

yourself a member ofThe Elite,

From haniilcss.^uHijmcsl|>eeomc lethal.

In Elite, all players start as equals.

With the initial' rank of "Harmless;" vou will

embark up< enre unlike, .. thai

have known before

You will he a space trader who roams ill

universe, making your living from buying
selling the cargo in yourCobra space craft,

On your travels, you will encounteraggres
who are eager lo pul an end to your dealings

Only the fittest will survive.

As you establish yourself as a survivor,

will win i he right loa higher rank.

In all. there are nine, from "Harmless" 1

"'Elite!' \nil your computer will continually

you where vou stand.

Trade with 2.000 planets in eight galavie-i

Besides survival, your success also depe
on the rewards you reap from the cargo that

b



Thai cargo can be anything from foodstuffs

Icontraband. If you decide Io trade in contra-
band, the rewards will certainly lie higher. But so
*illlhc risks you lake.

To ply your trade, you can dock at any of
2,000 planets in eight galaxies.

I lowever, before you dock, von must use your
»ii--ii iiwess the plant-l's political climateand the
iis which may be waiting lor you.

Also, in any of) he-fight galaxies, von maym yourself being asked to perform acts ofcon-
adi'rable heroism and selfless courage.

Uthougb these will firing you into danger,
w\ can bring considerable rewards too.

We're wailing Id ivcunnize \ our skills.

V'liievitighiglicrstatiJsin Elite will laxvour

load your game onto cassette or disc each lime
you take a break from play.

When you reach the rank of "Competent"
or higher, you should send us the secret code
number revealed to you by your computer.

Wewill send you in return a special document
which certifies your achievement. And you stand
to win a valuable prize.

.Are you ready to

accept ihe challenge?

Elite is available on
both disc and cassette

for die HltC Micro and

on cassette for the Acorn

Electron.

With either, you will get "Elite: The Dark
Wheel? a compelling novel which sets thewhole
mood of your adventure. You'll also gel a flight

training manual which will gel you lit to roarinto

the unknown in your Cobra spacecraft

Your Acornsofl dealer now has ihe entire

package at £14.95 on cassette, or £17.65 on disc

(lor the BBC Micro) and £12.95 lor (he Electron.

For the address of your local stockist or to order

by credit card simply ring 09.33 79300 during

office hours.

Alternatively, you can order bv post from:

Acornsofl, c/o Vector Marketing. London Road,
Wellingborough, .Northants NNH 2RL

\ou can also get a free Elite poster bv ringing

0933 79300.

4C0RNS£FT
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m* 4 AUTOMAT.

J^f fj ^m? has taken Dl

^^ 1^^^ their hearts

Tor

IAN DLRY
JON PERTWfc

DEVSEXMACHINA

CRUSOE 4aKSpec£6D DEUS EX MACHINA 48KSpec£15D PIMANIA 48KSpec
PI-EYED 48KSpec£6Q GOTOJAIL 4BKSpec £6D OLYMPIMANIA 48KSpec
PIROMANIA .... 48KSpec£6^. MORRIS MEETS THE BIKERS. . Amstrad £6D PI-BALLED 4BKSpec
PUN'ERE 4BK Spec E6C MORRIS MEETS THE BIKERS . . Anv Spec £6D DARTZ 4BK Spec

YAKZEE..Diagon/48KSpec£Sn PIMANIAC T-SHIRTS (state siie) Price £5^ NEW WHEELS JOHN? 4BK Spec

'BACKCHAT' Speech Synth. CBM64 with Software & Programming Book £Z5D Piman's Stereo L.P. Cassette ....

PIMANIACS CLUB (or 20% oft all products, etc.Annual Subscription UK £5fl Overseas £7Q Piman's Greatest Hits Vol.2. ..

.

I enclose the right money, or debit my ACCESS/VISA Card. My Card number is Expiry Date.

Card

£6-

E6[

£5!

or
£3

.. Card .. Tel. A

NO EXTRAS! !

AUTOMATA U.K. LTD. 27 HIGHLAND ROAD. PORTSMOUTH. HANTS. 9
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RYEAYE CRP'N
Some companies go to great lengths
lo protect their games from pirates.
Aardvark seems to have a novel
approach. If you try loading a pirate
copy of Frak into your Beeb, you'll
tear a beautiful rendition of the
leme from Captain Pugwash. You
now, that cartoon series about

If you want to hear it for yourself,
Jon't try copying the game, lust
LOAD "FRAK" and wait for the

rogram. Then type GOTO

crashes. This way, you'll be able to
play the game but. unfortunately, you
won't be able to use joysticks.

You can re-enable the Interface by
putting a I at the end of the *FX
command instead of a zero.
And remember, don't remove vour

PIus-1.

BLACGER

TOKEN GESTURES

few capital letters. Nov _.
and see what's happened. The letters
have changed into various Basic
keywords.
Matthew Nicola sent me a list of
lem and asked why this happens.
Well. Matthew, your machine

single

I've had so many letters about
cheating in Alligata's Blagger that I

think it's about time to print one.
First out of the hat is one by Saul

Masson and David Parker. Sorry
guys, you'll have to share the £10.
Before you start a game, says the

letter, press the space bar. You
should find your lives increasing
from zero to five. Now hold down the
control key and press any letter.

Each letter corresponds to a different
The others can be teached

wonder why someone so good and
so true could get so upset, down
and blue. I know I'm hard at rimes
when perhaps you need me most,
but we all have our destiny and
that's no idle boast. Wherever I am,
whatever I do. always remember I

Wordsworth eat your heart o

FULL THROTTLE
Chris Pullen reckons he's found the
only bug in Micromega's latest game.

If you allow yourself to be lapped
the screen will
"POSinONiLAPPED" but thi

to make no difference to your
finishing position. If you get lapped
and then end up in first place, t"

computer will announce you as t___

winner, even though you have been
lapped!

WRITE TOME

Eve characters but, _ ,,.
angle character, it takes just one.
Normally, your machine will know
he difference between them but not
then it comes to REM lines. If you
"ant to use capital letters in REMs,
list put the line in speech marks
Tike this".

Technology seems to be taking ovei
as far as readers of Bug Hunter go.
I'm getting more and more letters

with
,

;" and "£". sent through Micronet each week,~^"~^— which saves you buying a

A DEFINITE REFLAG 3*v<1* me "aving to open all "those—relopes.

ELECTRON TIPS
.

st come across a scrap of paper
\

which I picked up from the Micro
Power stand at the BBC User show,

gotten all about it till now, but
some news from Micro Power

about the Plus-1 interface for the

News has reached me of a couple of
classic bugs in Daley Thompson's
Decathlon. If you want to qualify in
the high jump, just set the bar nice
and high and then go under it instead
of jumping over it! The computer
recognises that you have passed the
bar but seems to miss the fact that it's

still ui •

Plus-1

Some games won't worl
computer if you have
attached. However, it's ni

3 disconnect it, as thi.

will gradually wear out.

What you should do is to enter the
following lines before loading the
game. Then, it will run with the Plus-!

The problem is that some large
ames use the same area of memory
J the interface, so the routine

ODETOPSYTRON
If you've bought Beyond Software's
Lords ol Midnight game for your
Spectrum, you've probably seen
the demo of their Psytron game on
side two of the tape. Andrew
Biswell, known as the Chessington
Loony, tried to make the demo
version into a full playing program.
During his devious deeds, he un-
covered this poem buried in the
actual machine code ofPsytron.
Dear Fiona.

You are loo precious for mere
words but maybe "ILove You" will

do. Sometimes, late at night. I hear
cry, while I lie awake and

Don't forget that, if you have
Micronet account, you can writ
straight to C&VG through Mailbox
lust go to page 84 and fill in the Bug
Hunter number, which is 013 786 SS6.

Letters and phone calls are sti

welcome, of course. The phon
number is 01-251 6222. Call any tim
during the day and, when Cindy

ask her for extension 2470.

-| BY ROBERT SCHIFReIn}



"Brilliant..."

Elementary
my dear
Watson.The characters in Sherlock

behave just as they would ii

in the way they react to

situations, but also in their

displaying of human
emotions.'

'Sherlock Holmes has been
wellworth waiting for with

an 800 word vocabulary,

real Victorian transport

system — cabs and trains

andall.andacastof
characters peopling

graphics screens

designed by Mugsy man
Russell Comte.'

'Sherlock is an incredibly

sophisticated program. The most
impressive feature is the convincing
way in which the leading characters

goabout their interrogations and how
these can be followed up with

meaningful discussion between the

protagonists.'

'Your game is atmospheric. I have to

admit it is actually real, lam
referring to of course, the characters

who work so independently that I am
amazed at their individual

characteristics every time I play the

game.'

'I have been totally enthralled with

this new brilliant adventure. I

thought the Hobbit was good, but the
added vocabulary and the even more
intelligent characters, makes
Sherlock number one in my software

'In Sherlock you can not only _,
other characters, of whom there

at least thirteen, anda
things for you, but you

interrogate them and e

todi

D Pleasesendmejourfreecatalnene.

j PleasesendmeCommodoreSherlock

a Spectrum Sherlock 48K

. £14.95

..ER95

AN Melbourne House cassette arftwa

guaranleed against malfunction.

is unconditionally a

1
enclose my cheque/money order for E cl

Expiry Date £ +p/p .SO k3

Total

E

Urn

Name

*n

BvamdB !.»:

Melbourne House
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yp&fir.MDiN m, MacGibbon

idnight-twoadven
that herald a new da

A new concept - all graphics, 3D, and 360° scrolling

Sports simulations

'

..-^ that leave —a."*
the rest Yacht Race

standing

£

Hill MacGibbon Ltd, 92 Fleet Street, London EC4Y 1DH



upposed
1 least bym subjects — out wnat of her

nautical software? Would Nelson
really have given it a second glance
oi would he have preferred to
peruse it with his blind eye?
Temptation's Admiral Graf Spee

for the Commodore 64 is a less than
tempting offering. This ugly
duckling of a game doesn't quite

"'s supposed to ba and

thought

you play the part of the dastardly
Hun in this one and even get* partial

rendering of DeiKschtind OberAlles!
^ne of your options, Meirt Xapitan,
o rendezvous with your supply

ship, the Altmark. but this wastes
valuable sinking time so you are
warned to be careful with your

Presumably the programmer who
wrote this game waa afflicted by a
heavy Gentian accent; sinking time
there's plenty of but thinking tune
precious little! Little specks repre-
senting enemy shfpping flicker
briefly on your Atlantic chart.
Strategic movement consists of

trying to catoh one of these fireflies
before it disappears. You are then
deemed to be in visual range and a
pseudo-arcade sequence begins —
"pseudo" because the enemy ship
flits about the horizon at near arcade
speed but the response time of Die
controls at your disposal would
make a sloth seem hyperactive.
At the other end of the spectrum

(although it's for the Commodore 64)
s P.S.S.'s Battle for Midway which
ecreates the Japanese carrier attack
>n the World War II U.S. base in the
Pacific. This game also incorporates

as occasional atmospheric
scenery than as something that

is the South Pacific Ocean. Some-
where out there you know, thanks to
your code-breakers who have been
feeding you the radio transmissions
' "'e Japanese Imperial Fleet, that

ivasion fleet and two carrier
ps are approaching Midway

Island. They are hoping to surprise
">u but you can be sure that you're

under your
land-based fighters and bombers
from Midway itself. Before you can
attack the enemy you must locate his
fleets by directing search aircraft to
likely areas of ocean.
Midway needs thought and care-

mi planning to win but it also needs
quick thinking. The pressures a
commander is under during battle

are recreated by a continuous real-

time change of the strategic
situation.

Ponder an attack tor too long and
your search planes may have lost

contact with the Japanese Fleet, but
Bet too hastily, forget about that

squadron you launched three hours
ago and it will run out of fuel and
ditch ignominious ly in the sea.
Above all, you must try to find the
enemy carriers before they hit you.
Can you out-think the inscrutable?
An engaging game, which uses the
element of the unknown to great

Somewhere In the middle around
between the disastrous and the
successful comes Bismark from the
Argus Press Software Group.
Though the game 1 tried was for a

48k Spectrum, versions apparently
exist for most popular home
computers. Perhaps this explains
why the game turned out to be rhirly

rudimentary — in tact pretty Basic

has you hunting the German battle-

ship Bismark in the North Atlantic.
Bismark plays rather lika an

updated version of the schoolboy
game of battleships — even the map
is just the old, familiar 10 x 10 grid
stretched a little tail. Ordering your
ships about gets rather tedious and
memory-sapping becaose you have

directions for all of them (In
sequence!) before any movement on
your chart becomes visible. Need-
less to say, this makes for frequent
mistakes especially since the map
gives no clue as to the identity of the
different squadrons of ships. Only

orders to is picked out by a Dashing

However, if you manage to cope,
with the problems of command and
control, the game itself does offer a
real, if simple, strategic challenge.
You have to locate the Bismark
before you can destroy it but some of
your battle groups are much weaker
than the enemy in firepower.

If you rr

with the I

with these, they
may well be blown out of the w
before you can bring up the heavy
stuff. The big battleships you
command are relatively slow and if

these find the Bismark, she is almos
bound to outrun them.

The solution, as in the real event, is

to sacrifice some of your ships and
atttraft in an attempt to cripple the
German battleship and slow 1

down, then bring in your heavy
battleships for the kill. Okay as a
magazine listing, but not really the
sort ofgame I'd pay good money for

This month's moral, I suppose, i:

that approach and presentation in i

success. All three games I've dis
cussed take war at sea as their them<
and concentrate on the problems of
locating and engaging the enemy,
yet only one has really succeeded in
putting the player there, on the spot.

In any strategy game, the player
will be giving m lot of comma]

'

the units under his control b ....

real meat of the game is making the
decisions. The physical effort of
enacting them should be kept to a
~ ' num so that the player can get

ith the real business of being a

s. Well done P.S.S.!

In the next Sth Column, I shall be tell-

ing you all about Seldon's Came, a
strategy game that grows. Its theme
is galactic but the player has no
ships or planets under his control.

Ail he has is knowledge and the
ability to slightly tip the balance of

history of the galaxy grinds inexor-

ably on. The player's objective is

to bring peace to the galaxy by
subtly changing history.

How does it grow? Well, editc

permitting. I'll be providing listing

in Basic of the bare bones of th

game with "history" subroutines fc

a few different types of world.
In subsequent Sth Columns, sul

routines for new types of world ti

add to your galaxy will be listed but
I hope, will come from you,

there s. As tii

be able to build up a whole library of

Selrfon 's Game worlds to use in yo
galaxy as you choose and you'll al

be able to include your o*
conconctions. Every reader shot
be able to build up his own, uniq
game. Till next time, I'll leave y
with that tempting thought.

197
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gs become. Willyouthinkthe same ofyour
» , , « microin6months'time?

*? .

Remember the days when every
record player was gifted with a needle
instead ofa stylus. 4S's were '"in; 78's

Before the days of hi-fi and laser discs.

When a graphic equaliser was a break-

through on the football pitch instead of

in music technology.

Look at a record player now and it's

a museum piece.

It's like that with micros too.

The machine you thought would give
endless hours of fun and interest often
becomes a live minute wonder. Played
out within months. Or so you thought.

But imagine communicating with
' wide

»»«*

daily with the very latest computer news
and reviews. Paging a special Bulletin

Board. Feasting horn "Prestel's vast menu.
Even downloading a choice of software
absolutely free.

In fact, imagine 30,000 pages at your
fingertips and you've imagined what it's

like to be on line with the Micronet 800
system.

For Just £13 a quarter (and, for most
of you, a local telephone call when-
ever you want to connect up) you could
subscribe to the Micronet system.

1 he only extra you need to connect
up is a modem unit. Which is a small

enough outlay for what it buys.

Micronct's features are almost limit-

less and constantly updating so why not
see it in action at John Lewis stores,

selected \V. I I. Smith shops and Spectrum
UK dealers.

Or fill in the coupon lor our brochure.

You'll find you won't want to play on

"-- i me th,. fiill facts about Micro

1

M t Ml 1 fM" 1

Ad** 1

1_
1

.
1

c.,.„|

Making the mostofyour micro.



2) Gory Watts, Bisnopslc

3) Carl Thomas, New Fe

MS. 003

MS.833

Z'lT

HlaMnH
3j David Walker, Darling

1 .306,545

sWt.ed 9*8.490 '

ncs — 3,000,045

Slaffs — *73.875

OUR HALL OF
FAME GAMES

Midlands - 14,742,160
'

5) Simon MeElroy, Wolvernampto
Midlands— 14,843,88?

HALL OF FAME

T-shirt size sm ~Q med Z ige n

Time taken

Computer

Witness's signature

PSYTRON
Buyond's first big hit lor the Sr.

ELITE

STARBIKE
The Edge promir.t? a gold BMX bll

highest scorer on Iheir new garr

JUMP CHALLENGE

PYJAMARAMA

2) Matthew Brody, A

—ma
I3,7S3,28»

381,500

Chelmsford, Esse-

-

H '**-*-

2: Stuart Mcintosh, B

— u»%
3} Cllve Richards. Mo
- 204%

hopsbnags. G,„sg<™

3)Peteer Reoves. la

4) John Cooper, Man
5) Michael Mason, N

h - 17,429

don 12,934

hesier 9,240

ttingham -5,120

KiJUlLJHVJHVJl

2,222,070

5) David Irving

- 1,484,220
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The New Force in Software
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AN APPOINTMENT
NOT TO BE MISSED

I
NTHt

IN vqu WON'T FIND
OR 'A. BUTYOU WILL
DISCOVER HOW TO
PREVENTS, CONTROL
YOUR OR TALK TO
THE WITH
YOUR ±*b* ti
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"7 COMMODORE 64, 1541 5ll(jle disk ; ,

:OLEVIStON and : . tdilruJijaK

COMMODORE 64 software

urc Tel Hungerford (rj4BB!

M SOFTWARE to

Including Charlol Race, Malr

AT4BI SO"WAME. .,..!, i„ [.iiiscml ,:,:, ,; Ni' 4 "'.i; C^ .;.,:'
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it-ECTCiur.i Oiiickshol iwo joys

DOWNSWAY PROGRAMMABLE I.V--I-,;,.

TO ADVERTISE IN

C&VG
MICROADS

TEL: 01-251 6222

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1- Trade advertisers will ap-

pear in the MicroAds sec-
tion, private advertisers in

the Microsell Section.

2. All free MicroSell ads are
subject to space avail-

ability

3. The Publishers reserve
the right to refuse an

t4.no' (IB) °lo Da.loTyan

OFTWARE EXCHANGE v.l. ,:'.;

MICROSELL COUPON*W^

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
ONLY ONE INSERTION PER COUPON

Ti CaVG, 30SI FARRINQDON LANE, LONDON EC1H
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X-T-M-ON-T-H
PROFESSOR RECOMES

TORNADO PILOT. .

.

Take off with the Prof In the next Issue of C&VG
when he straps himself Info his Tornado jet and

sis off for a training flight. Yes. we've persuaded
lessor Video to take to the skies in order to bring

you hints and tips on thai top selling game.
Tornado Lots level. Plus a gnat map with extra

:dded flight equipment. Interested in earning your
wings? Then ily down to your local newsagent on

December 16th and grab a copy of C&VG!

DOOMDARK
CONTINUED
The battle against the evil Heortstealer
and her Iceguard legions continue* in part
two of our Doomdarlc's Revenge competi-
tion. If you were intrigued by part one

then you won't want to miss
your chance to fight alongside
the Warriors of the Free. Join

up by getting your mailed
fist around January'*
Computer t> Video Game*.

ADVENTURE WIZARD

KNUCKERHOLE?
What is the Knuckerhole?
Where is the Knucker-
hole? And what has it got

to do with computer
games? Find out ONLY in

Computet & Video Games
next issue, when we
exclusively reveal the
mysterious Legend of the
Knuckerhole, let Boot
Jack's latest and greatest
adventure. Delve into the
depths with Computer &
Video Games and you may
well come up with some
interesting prizes!^^^^__.

X

Keith Csmnbelt. CIVC: Ai

tout the hut new games in C&VGs

s. Read all about the Undargi

JANUARY ISSUE

ON SALE

1 FROM DEC

16th

M ON-T-H-N-E- X-T-M-QW
COMPETITION RESULTS

In Octobers issue we had an exclusive on Irate

with rrasnnua and also ran a competition with SC

copies of this brand new game up for grabs -
thanks to New Generation Software.

We asked yon to answer three trashy questions

and to tell us what yon would most like to find is

yoni dustbin if yon were i dustman. 1 got the over-

toils of rubbish per year and Malcolm and Rod

Evan are twins.

We know that twins also means brothers — bnl

twins was the answer we wasted! The fust 51

correct entries to be picked from the CiVC
memory bin have won the prises. Due to lack ol

space we aren't able to print the names of ffut

winners — bat prises are being sent out.

DUSTY BIN



Software
ATARI 400-600-800 RENTAL CLUB

ZOOMSOFT
FOR THE VERY BEST SPECTRUM,
SOMMQDDRI 64 AND ATARI GAMES
including U.S. SOFTWARE]

COMMODORE 64'AMSTRAD OWNERS

MIDLAND COMPUTER
I

I LIBRARY
Tl» Fint ind tin lugnt Conmolort 64

libr.r, in thi World

OFTEN COPIEO BY NEVER EQUALLED

Tulsphone 0527 23584

ATARI SOFTWARE

Mews, London NW1 6DS,
phone 01-723 0563 betwei

10am and 7pm.

eg rsas: s,
•
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Nothing willaffectyou
(andyourschoolor college)

^joqfc tnan***
TRIONIC
Your Local Home Computer Centre

Best Shop in Town tor Software. Books. Mags,
Peripherals and Accessories.

We sell and support; Amstrad, Atari, BBC,
Commodore C16, CBM 64, CBM Plus 4, Electron

Spectrum 48K, Sony Hit-Bit IMSX1.
We are one of the Largest Stockists of Games,
Business and Educational Software and Utilities

for all Popular Home Computers
Amstrad CPC464 Green Monito- C249
Amstrad CPC464 Colour Mor.iO' £359
Commodore C16 Starter Pack £139
Commodo'e64 £199
Commodore 64 'nomc Pack £249
Commod..ior.4n,<.ne«Pflr* ,

, , £629
BBC Mode B Micro £399

EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING
for jusl £1.00 write to

Valerie Day
EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING

8 Herbal Hill

London EC1 EEI

EDUCATONAL

Sony Hit BlMSX Computer £299
We also block j iai<ie 'aniie of Printers, Mon.tois
and Disk Drives to suit aii applications.

OPEN 10am 8pm Man Sat. Tel: 01 861 0036

TRIONIC LIMITED

144 Station Road, Harrow, Middlesex

ADVERTISEMENT INDEX

SiOjn: Compter Soli.

Oyrjv.x.n
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COMMODORE CT
S*!

Also available on Disk

^ Z l ff| '

aMaQOUM COMMOHM CMMOMMtM ttnvxoun COMMOMM oomodomm

COftMODORE <5^ » VIC 20 16* vic 20



Roland's Rat Race", i

your help. Rat Fans, to i
windmywayrhmughthe V
inderground Rodent

your cuddly, adorable me
Roland Sat, Superstar. _ i

the*H|H^^^^M of the fair and
_j^B the fury of Kong! Now you

an know what it feels like

to be a dodgem, only this

time you're running up and
down the Roller Coaster
dodging the cars, giant buns
and jumping springs. But the

fun has only just begun!...wait
until the fury starts! The wacky Waltzer and the zany Swinging Gym are
enough to unhinge the sanest fun fair fanatic. Kong Strikes Back is all

good fun but it's bound to bring out the bad in you!

Ugh! The Hunch [5

back! Your favourite bell

ringer, the all-conquering
Quasimodo, swings into

action on another
breathtaking, action- packed
extravaganza. Set the bells

sounding and tsmerelda's
heart pounding with Quasi

ingderring dosi
athletic

belfry may
be as bold

.

i. The b. nthe

>Ivf yourself

I*" on me nump and, WATCH
THAT FIREBALL'

, . . phewl . .

.

Our hero 's revenge is a
winner all the way, yes. its

definitely foryou . . hoo!

great games
of real character from

SPKTOUM4KK
, ,—_ I OMMODORE64

690l££€3U790
Ocean House 6 Central Screer. Manchester M2 SNS Telephone 061 832 6633 Telex 669977

m selected branches of: WOOLWOfTTH w HSMITH . 1
Spectrum Shops and oil good software dealers. Trade enojji

LASKYS Rumbelows aid Spectrum Shops


